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EAP C~seware 20/20

EAP Gaseware 20/20 is the premier
software system providing comprehen-
sive functionality for Internal and Exter-
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Medcomp Software's Caseware Xpress

is an economically priced, easy to learn

case management solution for both In-

fernal and External EAPs. Caseware

Xpress utilizes many ofi the high quality
features found in the more extensive

EAI' Caseware 20/20.
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(719) 266-6759 Fax (779) 575-0272
email: sales@medcompsof~vare,com

www. medcompsofPware. com

WE'LL DO ANYTHING TO HELP.
Hanley-Hazelden Center offers services for every aspect of HANLEY-

addictions recovery. Call us at 561-841-1000 or 800-444-7008. ~~ZELDENCENTERat St. Mary's
Or visit us at www.hazelden.org. We can help. It's what we do. west palm ae~~n, Florlcla
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by John Maynard, Ph.D., CEAP

recently returned to my office after
spending a week in New York City
working with, and conducting

debriefings for, law enforcement per-

sonnel. While in New York, I met fed-
eral and local officials, employees of
private companies, and the general

public. I was struck by how, in this

time of overwhelming tragedy, people
of many cultures, backgrounds,

beliefs, and ages all came together to

meet the need.

This coming together Eor a com-
mon purpose is the goal of work-

places, too. But in more mundane

times, we sometimes have difficulty

understanding the different perspec-

tives our diverse backgrounds create.

Employee assistance professionals
have focused for some time on appre-
ciating diversity in the workplace. By

"diversity," usually we mean cultural,

ethnic, or gender diversity. Equally

important, however, is developmental
or generational diversity.

Generational differences in the

workplace are nothing new, of course,

but with four generations in the work-

force—children, parents, grandpar-

ents, and even great-grandparents—

they are more pronounced than ever

before. While generational differences
are not, in and of themselves, divisive,

they can make communication more

difficult and create misunderstanding

or even distrust within organizations.
Employee assistance professionals

are in an ideal position to help

employers and employees understand
and capitalize on these differences.

The articles in this issue of the EAPA

Exchange offer several views on how

EA professionals can better under-

stand the life cycles of employees and
maximize the potential of a multi-gen-
erational workforce.

One way we can help is by

spreading the message that people of

different ages are motivated by di[fer-

ent things, so strategies for retaining,

motivating, and managing younger
employees will necessarily be different

from those that work for older

employees (and vice versa). Another

way is to focus not on what divides

us—our ages, backgrounds, and gen-

erational histories—but on the com-
mon developmental tasks we share at
different stages of our lives. A third
approach is to openly acknowledge
our differences and take the initiative
in bridging them.

Employee assistance professionals
have long recognized that workforce

diversity, properly managed, can be a

source of strength and inspiration for

employers and employees alike. The

generational diversity in today's work-

place offers us an opportunity to prove

this maxim once again.
Finally, I would like to acknowl-

edge the hundreds of EA professionals
who in the last several weeks have put

aside their ocher tasks and responded

to the needs of people and organiza-
tions around the world who have been

affected by the terrorist attacks. Once

again, EAPA and the employee assis-
tance profession have been called

upon to provide crucial services in a

time of great upheaval. And once

again, we have responded—and con-

tinue to respond. As individuals and

as a profession, we have a right to be

proud! Q
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Sundown M Ranch
Established 1968

The oldest residential alcohol and drug addiction treatment center in the state of Washington

Our Motto
"TH E

PATIENT
IS THE REASON
WE ARE HERE"

~PRS OF ,E

Our Costs
Our costs are the most reason-
able in the nation. A 21-day
inpatientADLTLTstay is $3045
or $145 per day. A 28-day
inpatientADOLESCENT stay
is $5180 or $185 per day. These
prices include psychiatric and
medical consultation, family
counseling and family room
and board. Treatment is
covered by most insurances/
managed health care.

Our Experience
Sundown M Ranch has been
in operation since March
1968.Over 60,000 adults and
adolescents afflicted with the
disease of alcoholism and
drug addiction have been led
back to sober, productive
lives by our dedicated, well-
trained professional staff.



President's
Message

The Courage to Finish
What We've Started
by Linda L. Sturdivant, CEAP

his issue of the EAPA Exchange
marks the halfway point of my
presidency, and I had hoped

to use this opportunity to look back at
our accomplishments of the past year
and discuss our goals for the next. But
after the horrifying events of
September 11, I concluded that this is
not the time to look within; instead,
let us pause to remember those who
lost their lives in the attacks and ask
ourselves how we can help their fami-
lies, friends, and co-workers and any
others who were affected, directly or
indirectly, by the tragedies in New
York, Washington, D.C., and
Pittsburgh.

I have always been proud of the
work [hat we do, and never more so
than in the days since September 11.
EA professionals in the United States
and around the world have been
inundated with requests to perform
critical incident stress debriefings and
provide other services to help employ-
ers and employees come to terms with
the atrocities and readjust to their
daily lives. As these requests begin to
taper off, many of us will find that we
need to avail ourselves of the same
services that we provide to others.

EAPA members Mike Webb and
Karen Hagen, the Pacific regional
director and outgoing North Central
regional director, respectively, on the
association's Board of Directors, have
been developing a program to use EA
professionals to provide debriefings
and other forms of assisCance [o their
fellow EA professionals. Various col-
league assistance activities are being
considered for the upcoming EAPA

Annual Conference in Vancouver, our
first outside the United States. While
the conference will not be as heavily
attended as usual—many employers
cut their travel budgets in the after-
math of the terrorist attacks—the col-
league assistance activities will add to
what is already a strong program of
trainings, workshops, presentations,
and networking opportunities. My
thanks go out to our Canadian hosts
for inviting us to their home.

A Challenging 12 Months

In past years, the Annual Conference
has been an occasion for setting aside
our differences and celebrating our
common mission and goals. This year,
it is especially fitting that we do this.
Tragedies, after all, often force us to
re-examine our priorities and remind
us what's important—and what isn't.
In light of September 11, the differ-
ences between internal, external, and
labor EAPs pale in comparison to the
heriCage, ideals, and values we share.

I look forward to continuing to
build on these common attributes in
the coming year. Certainly, it will be a
challenging 12 months. The healing
process will need to continue, and
EAPs will play a critical role in
addressing residual workplace issues
that arise. As for EAPA, the lower-
than-usual attendance at the Annual
Conference will affect our budget and
may require us to delay development
of some new products and services.
But I am committed to following
through on the goals and objectives
expressed in our three-year strategic
plan, and to meeting the needs of all

EAPA members, whether in internal,
external, or labor programs.

Thanks to the leadership and sup-
port of our Board of Directors and
staff, we have developed a vision for
the future and laid the foundation to
support it. Now we must have the
courage to finish what we have start-
ed. The terrorist attacks on New York
and Washington have highlighted the
critical role that we play in the work-
place and shown us in a new light. We
must seize this opportunity to position
ourselves as a fundamental investment
in workplace health and productivity,
not as a band-aid to salve issues and
concerns that emerge.

Two recent surveys, one of
employee assistance and work life pro-
grams and the other of EAPA mem-
bers' public policy interests, will help
lead us in this direction. By gathering
valuable information in these areas, we
can determine how best to invest our
resources to promote the interests of
employee assistance professionals and
programs. Another survey of EAPA
members, this one of presenting
issues, utilization rates, and the like, is
being conducted in October and will
help demonstrate the value of EAPs to
employers, human resources man-
agers, and others interested in work-
force productivity.

As you answer these and future
surveys (we will be posting them on
our new Web site), I urge you to
reflect on our profession and consider
what is important. If EAPA is to
remain important, we must. be willing
to invest in its success—in its confer-
ences and trainings, its products and
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publications, and its committees and
chapters. The evenCS of September 11
are all the evidence we need that an
investment in EAPA will pay dividends
in the workplace of today and of
tomorrow as well.

Election Results

Before I sign off, I'd like to thank all
EAPA members who voted in this
year's elections for the Board of
Directors. Following are the election
winners:
Canadian Region: Margaret Hinton
External EA Providers: Helene King
Labor: John "Mickey" McKay
Mid-Atlantic Region: Michael Cipressi
North Central Region: Joseph Kraus

(resigned; replaced by
Tom Reynolds)

Pacific Region: Sam Usher
Southwest Region: Richard Barrett D
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To promote the highest
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of employee assistance
professionals and programs
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IF CARING FOR HER 75-YEAR-OLD MOTHER

ON HER PROJECTS AT WORK?

Introducing a new employee benefit that helps
working caregivers get back to work.

Carinq for a loved one is afull-time job. Unfortunately, millions of people have to do it

and still go to work. And that takes a lot out of a person. And out of a company.

Employees who struggle to balance theirjobs and caregiving responsibilities cost U.S.

businesses more than $29 billion a year in absenteeism, turnover and decreased productivity.

But we're about to change all of that. We're Boomerang and we have the only EAP

designed specifically for working caregivers. With our Family Caregiver Support Program,

we'll guide your employees through the confusing maze of services, programs and resources

available to them. That way, they can focus on work again.

And by reducing lost productivity, Boomerang yields a significant return for every dollar

spent. For your company, that's a great investment. And for your employees, you can't put a

price on getting their lives back in order.

For more information and a free copy of "Measuring the Impact of Caregiving in
the Labor Force: Employers' Perspective;' call 954-428-1458 or visit our Web site
at www,askboomerang.com.

BOOMERANGTM
When caring comes full circle."'



found the articles in the
July/August EAPA Exchange on
addressing the spiritual needs of

employees to be interesting and
thought provoking. While I recognize
the tremendous value of chaplaincy
programs, I am concerned about the
ever-widening range of services EAPs
are being asked to bridge. Whatever
happened to our "scope of practice"
and the EAP Core Technology?

The article by the Rev. Gerald
Montgomery particularly offended me.
I think he committed the same offense
he accused EA professionals of com-
mitting—not showing respect. He said
our role should be administrative and
organizational in nature. This disre-
gards the broad range of services EAPs
provide and makes them sound like
managed care organizations.

While some external EAPs mighC
be managed health care providers, the
therapists who counsel mosC likely
assist clients with spiritual, emotional,
and psychological matters. A chaplain
may do more in-depth spiritual coun-
seling, and some may also be qualified
to provide psychological counseling of
a more general nature.

As an internal EA professional, I
would compromise my ethics by pre-
tending to be qualified as a spiritual
advisor. This is a good argument for
standardizing training and qualifica-
tions for EA programs and providers.

Janice Smith, M.FT., CEAP
Santa Rosa, Calif.

Shared and Intertwined

Lee Mauk, in his July/August EAPA
Exchange article, "DOT's Revised Part

fetters

A Bridge Too Far?

40," revealed an unvarnished bias
against "entities" that he termed "SAP
networks." Many of his remarks reflect
an ignorance of why and how the
leading SAP service organizations
operate. As the chief executive officer
of American Substance Abuse
Professionals, Inc. (ASAP), a SAP serv-
ice organization that operates a SAP
network, I feel compelled to respond
to his misconceptions.

SAP service organizations emerged
from the EAP industry; their origins
are shared and their destinies are
intertwined. HealChy EAPs need
healthy SAP service organizations,
and vice versa.

When the U.S. Department of
Transportation released its initial drug-
and alcohol-testing regulations in
1995, ASAP was part of an EAP. When
it became apparent that the EAP,
working from the EAP model, could
not adequately provide SAP services to
its corporate clients, ASAP was spun
off as an independent corporation.
The division of responsibilities became
imperative because EAP counselors
were not always qualified to be SAPs
and, for Chose who were, "switching
hats" and juggling rules and proce-
dures became confusing to counselors
and clients alike.

EAPs depend upon SAP service
organizations to accurately and effec-
tively provide SAP services to EAPs'
corporate clients. SAP service organi-
zations, in turn, depend upon EAPs to
deliver the assessment, referral, and
counseling services that they must not
provide to the same companies. Good
SAP services help keep EAP corporate
clients DOT-compliant and free of
fines, while good EAP services allow

SAP service organizations to work
with focus and efficiency.

SAP service organizations do not
interfere with the clinical evaluations
and clinical recommendations of their
contracted network SAPS. ASAP, like
other leading SAP service organiza-
tions, does employ care managers.
Care managers fulfill essential quality
assurance functions.

Among the many reasons why
quality assurance is needed, one
stands out: Many SAPS, especially
those outside major metropolitan
areas, handle only a few SAP referrals
a year. Mr. Mauk frequently referenced
the nearly 100 pages of DOT regula-
tions that SAPS must know inside and
out. SAPS may read and understand
the regulations, but most lack the flu-
ency that comes with day-in, day-out
experience.

The SAP care manager consults
with and coaches the network SAP on
DOT with procedures and protocols
only. The SAP's clinical reports and
recommendations are proprietary and
sacred. (And yes, SAP reports are writ-
ten on SAP letterhead and mailed
directly to DERs by the SAP.)

EAPs and employers appreciate
the quality assurance function of care
managers because EAPs and employ-
ers hold the greatest stakes in DOT
compliance. Most SAPS are conscien-
tious and clinically skilled, but few
would suffer significantly if they per-
formed poorly and lost the SAP por-
tion of their practices.

Mr. Mauk needs SAP organiza-
tions, too—and SAP organizations
need trainers. Viable SAP service
organizations ensure there will be
enough SAPS to meet growing needs.

www.eap-association.org SeptembedOctober 2001 • EAPA EXCHANGE • 7
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They recruit, credential, contract, re-
credential, and develop their networks.

Network SAPs, meanwhile, need
training, testing, and continuing edu-
cation. Network SAPS are independent
contractors who are not restricted from
pursuing memberships in other net-
works or engaging in other clinical
practices, including EAP counseling.

Mr. Mauk's critique of SAP net-
works was based on unsubstantiated
assumptions of how and why SAP
service organizations operate. He
would do well to visit a SAP service
organization. He would learn that the
growth and health of SAP service
organizations are important keys to the
continued success of the EAP industry.

Reed A. Morrison, Ph.D.
American Substance Abuse

Professionals, Inc.
Baltimore, Md.

The author replies:
The intent of my article about DOT's Part
40 was to address some of the new and
important changes to the rule and how
those changes affect employers, SAPS, and
SAP nefi-vorlrs. The (~~rin "SAP networks"

appears several times in DOT's revised
SAP guidelines, without quotation marhs,
and DOT officials used it in their public
presentation that I attended on February
20-21 in Washington, D.C.

The role of the SAP network
described by Reed Morrison in his letter is
completely acceptable under the regula-

tion. A network that functions in the

manner presented by Mr. Morrison is

compliant with the rule.
By using the words "some" and

"sometimes" and "not always," I hoped
readers would recognize that SAP net-
worhs operate in a wide variety of ways.
I did not say, nor did I intend to imply,
that all SAP networks are out of compli-
ance, or that all SAP networks put SAPS
in awkward positions under the rule.

A SAP network that functions as
Mr. Morrison describes plays an impor-
tant role for both employers and SAPS. I
wholeheartedly applaud and encourage
that model. ASAP network that does its
job in that manner is a welcome partici-
pant to the field of service agents.

Lee Mauh
Senior Consultant, Blair Fr Burke

IDENTIFYING SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS

r , The SASSI—brief, accurate &
''.,,, cost-effective screening tools

Since 1988 the SASSI (Substance Abuse Subtle Screening
Inventory) has been used to identify substance use disorders
objectively and quickly.

~ Now you may benefit from our highly accurate, empirically
validated instruments for adults and adolescents.

♦ Easy to administer and interpret

♦ Effective even if clients do not acknowledge their
'~ substance use

,~*~ _~'
~ ~ #` ♦Select paper and pencil, computer or web-based

"" ' ~' administrations

♦Early identification of substance use disorders
saves lives

S A~~S~I

www.eap-association.org
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The Essential Guide to
State of the Art

EAP Programming
Edited by Jim Oher, President, OHER &ASSOCIATES, ING'

e best source

os~ complete EAP manual

,.
Cx~,rry W. Gianilotic~

Dir~~ctn~r; Employee I~IealCh Services, Priid~~n~ial Pin~ncial

~,.. .._.

• 1' 1 ' '.1' 1 ` ~

wonderful resource .: • . ~ , ~

-Joh.~i I.).illon. Riley, Ph..D.

f'ractic~e Lc?«.rler; I~AP ~irul i~'ot~ic/I,ife Services, Cheva~on (yorpor~tion

BcASSOCIATES, INC.

0

Also by JIM OHER

& Co-Written by

DAN CON'rI, Ph.D.

The Employee Assistance

Treatment Planner

"This book is so helpful...

that I recommend it for

my Administering EAP

classes."

-0ale A. Masi, DSW

lJniversity of Maryland
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Because men with eating disorders are less likely to
seek help than women, they are at greater risk for
poor workplace relationships and performance.

by Theodore E. Weltzin, M.D.

ating disorders, including anorexia nervosa, bulim-
ia nervosa, and binge eating disorder, affect up to 5
million Americans each year. Because of the destruc-
tive nature of eating disorders, including both psy-

chological and physical problems, they are some of the most
difficult psychiatric illnesses to treat. In addition, eating disor-
ders can have a major impact on an individual's ability to func-
tion in the workplace and pose a challenge for employers who
have an employee with an eating disorder.

Males and Eating Disorders

While eating disorders typically affect women, up to 10 per-
cent of people with eating disorders are men, and the aware-
ness of eating disorders in males is growing. While much less
is known about eating disorders in men than in women, the
behavioral characteristics of anorexia, bulimia, and binge eac-
ing disorder are similar in both groups. Males will develop the
same symptoms of weight loss, fear of weight gain, and, with
bulimia and binge eating disorder, binge eating with or with-
out compensatory purge behavior. Similarly, males with eating
disorders also are at increased risk for depression, anxiety dis-
orders, and alcohol and substance abuse.

However, important differences exist between males and
females with eating disorders. First, while studies show that
men are less likely to seek help for emotional problems in gen-
eral, they often are even more reluctant to seek help for eating
disorders (perhaps because eating disorders are seen as a
"female problem"). Consequently, males will struggle with their
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eating disorders for many years before seeking help. Delaying
treatment can reduce treatment effectiveness and increase tl~e
risk of medical complications, depression, and problems with
work and personal relationships.

Second, males often do not want to lose weight or attain a
lower body weight; rather, they tend to focus on having a more
muscular physical shape. Historically, males have participated
in athletic activities with a high degree of emphasis on weight
and shape, and their eating disorders sometimes begin with
compulsive exercising in addition to dieting. Increasing aware-
ness of this problem has led to the recognition that athletes
who strive for increased performance through weight loss or
exercise are at greater risk for developing an eating disorder.

Additionally, male eating and body image problems do not
always fit cleanly into the category of eating disorders. One
example is compulsive exercising, in which exercise becomes
almost an addiction and, like an addiction, can have a destruc-
tive effect on family relationships, work performance, and
physical health. Compulsive exercisers often feel they need
more exercise (even after they have just finished exercising
and will become arixious if they cannot exercise. These feelings
prompt them to exercise more and more rather than spend
time with Family or friends, and can result in decreased work
performance as a result of the frequent need to exercise.

Body image disturbance and body dysmorphia (a distor-
tion or misperception of the shape, size, or character of one's
body or a part of one's body) involve distress about feeling ugly
in general or feeling that a specific body part is ugly, such as a
facial feature. Characteristics of these conditions include an
intense preoccupation with the body or body feature of con-
cern and attempts to either camouflage the preoccupation or
alter the body physically. These attempts can take the form of
dieting and exercising but also can be associated with repeated
surgeries and, at times, self-mutilation.

Emotional and Physical Problems

In addition to their abnormal eating habits and weight
gain/loss, people with eating disorders run a greater risk of
exhibiting other psychiatric illnesses. For example, depression
occurs in up to 50 percent of people with eating disorders and
appears to be strongly linked to abnormal eating behavior:
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Several factors account for the link with depression, including
low self-esteem, a sense of powerlessness over one's eating
habits, alterations in brain chemistry (especially the level of
serotonin, one of the neurotransmitters linked to depression),
increasing difficulties with work and relationships, and medical
problems associated with eating disorders.

Depression is difficult to treat in patients with eating dis-
orders if the eating disorder is not treated at the same time.
Failure to treat the two concurrently can cause the depression
to become severe and may prompt suicidal thinking or behav-
iors (suicide is one of the ways that people die from eating dis-
orders). Suicidal inclinations represent a medical emergency,
and a doctor should be involved in the treatment of anyone
who has suicidal thinking or clinical depression.

Arixiety disorders also occur frequenCly in people with eat-
ing disorders. Studies show that people with eating disorders
have increased rates of anxiety disorders, including social anY-
iety and obsessive-compulsive disorder. Unlike depression,
arixiety disorders frequently predate the onset of the eating dis-
order and may represent a trait that identifies those at risk of
developing an eating disorder.

Because of the serious nutritional symptoms associated
with eating disorders, several medical problems can result from
this group of illnesses. Malnutrition is the hallmark of anorex-
ia and is associated with many physical and emotional prob-
lems, including weakness and fatigue, low body temperature,
hypoglycemia, anemia, susceptibility to bruising, low blood
pressure, dizziness, and problems with concentration and
memory. The medical complications of anorexia often are
severe and can be life threatening.

People with bulimia also can exhibit physical symptoms of
malnutrition. In addition, binge eating and purging can cause
electrolyte disturbances such as low potassium, which can
result in cardiac failure; gastrointestinal problems, including
esophageal tears and bleeding, gastritis, and esophageal reflux;
severe dental problems resulting from the effect of gastric acids
on teeth; and a variety of digestive problems, including cramps,
bloating, constipation, diarrhea, and increased risk of seizures.
It is important to emphasize that eating disorders can be med-
ically dangerous and that medical problems can result in death.

Eating Disorders in the Workplace

Employers have become increasingly aware of the cost of men-
tal illness in the workplace. While eating disorders present
some unique issues in a work environment, several options are
available when an employee is suspected of having an eating
disorder or needs treatment for an eating disorder.

First, denial and concealment of these problems occur
almost universally early in the course of treatment. It is not
uncommon for co-workers to make comments about some-
one's weight or eating habits. In the case of bulimia, co-work-
ers may catch employees binge eating or purging.

Conversely, it is not uncommon for employees to seek
help from someone in the workplace as a first step in the recov-
ery process. Directing the employee to a medical provider for
evaluation should be the next step in this process. The medical
provider, often in conjunction with the health insurance plan,
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will then refer the p~cient eo a psychotherapist who specializes
iiz eating disorders. This can he difficult, as few professionals
have experience with men with eating disorders.

While the employer may not have much information
about the employee's treatment after a referral is made, it is
important to remember that ongoing medical monitoring is
needed to reduce the risk of medical complications and injury
while at work. Psychiatric medications often are used to treat
eating disorders, and side effects need to be taken into account
to ensure that [he medications do not impair safety in the
workplace. Employers also need to be alert for tardiness,
increasing use of sick days, and decreased productivity, which
can be signs of a relapse in an eating disorder.

Modifications in the work environment and schedule can
facilitate recovery from eating disorders. Employers can offer
several options to encourage recovery, including the following:
• Time off. Because of the need to consult with therapists,

dietitians, and physicians, patients with eating disorders will

need time off for medical appointments.
• Flexible scheduling. Being open to scheduling changes can

go a long way toward helping an employee receive adequate
treatment.

• Limited routine work schedules. It is important for an
employee with an eating disorder to have a regular schedule
in terms of meal times so that normal eating behaviors can
develop. Atime-limited accommodation of a regular work
shift (as opposed to rotating shifts) and reduced or limited
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work hours can be helpful until the employee has shown
better eating conerol.

Treatment of Eating Disorders

The treatment of eating disorders typically involves a team of
professionals, including a therapist, dietitian, and medical doc-
tor. Persons suspected of having an eating disorder should be
evaluated by a medical professional, typically a family doctor,
to determine whether they have any serious medical problems,
the extent of their malnutrition, and if they are physically able.
to participate in day-to-day activities.

Some patients will need hospitalization to treat acute mal-
nutrition and dehydration. Because of the association with
depression, the eating disorder also needs to be assessed to
identify the risk of suicide or other self-destructive behaviors,
such as alcohol or substance abuse. At times, psychiatric hos-
pitalization for depression and suicide is required.

After a thorough medical evaluation is conducted, is is
essential that a patient with an eating disorder see a therapist
who specializes in this area. The therapist should examine the
causes of the eating disorder and determine how stress affects
the symptoms, focusing specifically on how often the eating
disorder becomes a dysfunctional coping mechanism for deal-
ing with stress.

The therapist should support the person while he or she is
trying to change eating behaviors, as severe arixiety can accom-
pany weight gain or abstaining from purging. The therapist
should help the patient work on developing different and more
productive ways of solving problems and coping with stress.

Cognitive behavioral therapy is the most commonly rec-
ommended treatment for anorexia and bulimia. This therapy
centers on examining how stress and coping problems can lead
to an eating disorder and developing a path to recovery by
addressing these issues.

Because eating disorders also are related to stress in rela-
tionships, whether with family, friends, or co-workers, inter-
personal therapy sometimes is used in conjunction with cogni-
tive behavioral therapy. Interpersonal therapy examines iela-
tionships, identifies ongoing and repetitive problems in rela-
tionships, and seeks to help develop healthy and more pro-
ductive relationships and styles of interacting with others.

A dietitian is an important treatment team member for
anyone with an eating disorder. Patients with eating disorders
usually need to work with a dietician for a lengthy period of
time, and this process can sometimes be a financial hardship
because medical insurance often does not cover more than one
dietary consultation. This is an area in which employers can
have a positive impact on treatment—influencing their insur-
ance carrier or managed care provider to recognize this service
as integral to an employee's recovery.

The dietitian is responsible for determining normal body
weight, helping the patient develop a healthy meal plan, mon-
itoring compliance with the meal plan, and identifying obsta-
cles to recovery. A dietitian also works with other treatment
team members to help the patient maintain a normal body
weight, abstain from binge eating and purging, and maintain a
healthy exercise regimen. When compulsive exercising is an
issue, using a certified physical trainer who is experienced with
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Anorexia and Bulimia
Eating disorders typically begin in the teenage years, with
more than 75 percent of patients between the ages of
15 and 25. The typical duration of eating disorders is
more than five years; fewer than half of patients recover
from these illnesses.

Anorexia nervosa is the least common eating dis-
order, but the most serious from a medical standpoint:
Up to 10 percent. of people with anorexia will eventually
die from the illness. Most anorectics report that they
started out dieting but that it grew out of control, to the
point they became malnourished. Diagnostic criteria for
anorexia include a body weight lower than 85 percent of
expected weight for height, a perception of being fat
despite alower-than-normal body weight, .and a refusal
to eat or actions to counteract the effects of eating, such
as self-induced vomiting, fasting, or exercise.

Bulimia nervosa (uncontrolled episodes of overeat-
ing) is the most common eating disorder, found in up to
5 percent of college students. Binge eating is character-
ized by eating, in a discreet period of time (e.g., within
any two-hour period), an amount of food that is definitely
larger than most people would eat during a similar period
of time. Symptoms of bulimia also include a sense of
lack of control over eating during the episode, eating
foods that the person would not normally eat, concealing
eating from others, and eating to the point of feeling
physically unable to eat more.

People with bulimia typically purge themselves of
food via self-induced vomiting, using laxatives, exercise,
or fasting. Binge eating disorder is similar to bulimia,
except that people do not purge and thus are more likely
to be overweight.

eating disorder patients also can be helpful.
If the treacinent team includes a psychiatrist, he or she

would be responsible for ensuring medical stability, prescribing
and monitoring medications, and identifying and treating co-
morbid problems such as depression and anxiety.
Antidepressant medications have been shown to reduce binge
eating frequency, decrease obsessive thinking about food,
weight, and exercise, and alleviate anxiety associated with eat-
ing in anorexia and bulimia and weight gain in anorexia.
Psychiatric medications need to be monitored closely because
of the increased number of medical problems associated with
eating disorders. Ongoing treatment of depression and anxiety
may require additional medication or even psychiatric hospi-
talization.

Summary

Eating disorders are severe illnesses that affect a person's phys-
ical and emotional functioning. While women typically have
been identified as candidates for developing eating disorders,
males represent a group at increasing risk for these problems.
Employers with an awareness of eating disorders can help their
employees receive effective treatment that can lead to recovery
fi-om these illnesses for a majority of patients. 0
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Referrals and Ownershi Structuresp
The first of two articles on the need for a revised ethic in

employee assistance considers whether ownership structures
can improperly influence EAP professionals.

by David A. Sharar, M.S., and William L. tiVhite, M.A.

recent study examined how a random sample of
employee assistance professionals perceive the
state of ethical conduct related co business prac-
tices within the EA/managed behavioral health

care field (Sharar, White, and Funk, 2001). The survey, con-
ducted in the fall of 2000, was distributed to a diverse mix of
members of the Employee Assistance Professionals Association
and the Employee Assistance Society of North America.

Forty-three percent of survey recipients responded, a
return rate well within rates normally seen in health care ethics
surveys. Data analysis included the use of descriptive statistics
for variables that could be quantified and qualitative analysis
for open-ended questions.

Twenty-two percent of survey respondents identified the
ethics of EA referrals and ownership structures as among the
most important or critical business ethical issues facing the
industry. This article will address concerns about possible bias
in referral patterns among locaUregional EA providers.

Note: It is important to emphasize that the following discussion
is based on EA professionals' perceptions of ethical problems, not the
actual prevalence of ethical breaches in the EA field.

Preferential Referrals

Survey data suggest that more than 60 percent of EAPs are
owned and operated by behavioral health agencies, hospitals,
or private clinics (i.e., parent organizations). These entities
tend to be nonprofit organizations, proprietor-owned prac-

David Sharar is director of business development and compliance officer at
Chestnut Health Systems, lnc, in Bloomington, lll. He has been in the EA
field for 13-plus years and is the author of more than 10 articles and
research reports relafed to EAPs, managed behavioral health care, and
integrated delivery systems in behavioral health. He can be reached at
(309) 829-1058 ext. 3522 or dsharar@chestnut, org.

William L. White is senior research coordinator with the Lighthouse
Institute, the research division of Chestnut Health Systems, and has
worked in the addiction field for more than 25 years. He has authored
more than 90 articles, books, and research reports, including Slaying the
Dragon: The History of Addiction Treatment and Recovery in America, and
Is co-author of the latest edition of Critical Incidents: Ethical Issues in
Addiction Treatment and Prevention. He can be reached at (309) 827-
6026 or bwhiteQchestnut org.

tices, or treatment facilities. Although these types of EAPs are
prevalent, they likely comprise less than one-quarter of total
EAP enrollment in the United States.

Many survey respondents expressed concern that parent
organizations that own and operate EAPs expect them to gen-
erate treatment revenue via a pattern of preferential referral to
vested programs or practitioners. According to these respon-
dents, the parent implicitly or explicitly uses its EAP division
or department as a business development strategy for the
expansion of "feeder" systems and increased market security.

Given that an "objective" or "neutral" EA referral is a "cor-
nerstone of an ethical EAP" (EASNA Code of Ethics), an expec-
tation of preferential referrals would create conflicting loyalties
for the EA professional, potentially undermining his/her fun-
damental obligation to serve as a client advocate. An incentive
would exist for the EA professional to base referrals on finan-
cial interests that conflict with "neutral" or "objective" assess-
ments of how and/or where a client's treatment needs can best
be met.

Are there ethically acceptable ways for EA professionals to
refer clients to other practitioners or programs within their
own organizations? Survey respondents suggested the follow-
ing procedures to mitigate any appearance or accusation of
unethical conduct:
• Fully disclosing (to both employer and client) any affilia-

tions with proposed referral options;
• Offering an "objective" presentation of more than one

referral option to the client;
• Providing clinical justification that the referral is in the

best interests of the client;
• Refusing to accept any direct gain or financial remunera-

tion for referring clients;
• Instituting a peer review program to monitor and evaluate

the quality and appropriateness of referrals; and
• Developing a utilization/service summary report for

employers containing detailed information on patterns of
referral for continuing care and treatment.

Ownership Structure Conflicts

In theory, the predominant ownership structures among EAPs
are set up to encourage referrals for treatment to affiliated pro-
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grams to generate revenue (e.g., EAPs owned by parent organ-
izations) or to discourage referrals far treatment to minimize
costs (e.g.; EAPs owned Uy national insurance or managed care
companies). Organizational financial strategies that induce EA
professionals to either limit necessary care or encourage unnec-
essary care have the potential to conflict with the welfare of the
individual client or the interests of the client organization.

Ethical problems are more likely when owners encourage
certain decisions or referrals by financially rewarding or penal-
izing EA professionals or gatekeepers on the basis of their pat-
terns of practice. One of the most notable financial incentive
programs employed by EAP owners is to attach a bonus, usu-
ally from a pool of withheld funds from a capitated EA pay-
ment, to specific utilization goals.

Consider, as an example, the case where an EA profes-
sional receives an end-of-year bonus that is tied to reducing
admissions and service dosage for intensive and costly treat-
ment services. This type of program could force the EA profes-
sional to choose between receiving a monetary bonus or pro-
viding more care to a client.

Financial incentive programs are not, in and of them-
selves, unethical; properly structured, they have the potential
to eliminate inefficiency and encourage only optimal and nec-
essary care. For example, consider another case where an EA
clinician receives an end-of-year bonus for achieving high lev-
els of client satisfaction and acceptable clinical outcomes when
providing appropriate brief interventions within an eight-ses-
sion EAP model.

A general rule, as suggested by the American Medical
Association's Council on Ethical Affairs, is to find ways to base
incentive programs on indicators associated with quality
(rather than quantity) of services or referrals and avoid linking
financial incentives to individual treatment decisions. One
problem with this suggestion is that measurements of quality in
employee assistance and behavioral health are rudimentary at
best. Our profession, and the client organizations we serve,
cannot seem to agree on what constitutes a "quality" program.
Some examples of quality performance indicators employed by
various owners as part of a financial incentive program
include—
• Length of time to schedule appointments;
• Resolution of problems within ashort-term counseling

model; and
• Client satisfaction with the EA professional.

What would an EAP look like were it organized and struc-
tured to neutralize incentives to underserve or over-refer clients
and maximize incentives to provide an ethical program of high
quality? Enumerating the organizational features of such a pro-
gram is beyond the scope of this article. As a field, however, we
must encourage employers to select EAP vendors and models
that foster the principled practice of EA programming.

A New Professional Ethic?

These are challenging times for the EA field. We perceive a
growing disconnect between the historic concept of employee
assistance ethics and the changing circumstances and emerging
environment in the provision of employee assistance services.
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The current climate of intense competition for increased mar-
lcet share, operating losses, "merger mania," referral incentives
masked as integrated .delivery systems, and the blurring of
boundai7es between EA entities and ancillary products is
unlikely to foster an atmosphere that nurtures high standards
in referral and business practices.

It seems the EA field is being pulled in one direction by
members of the traditional guard, who rail against programs
they feel have drifted away from the original mission of
employee assistance, and in another by programs and entre-
preneurs that, are diverse, expansive, and market- or profit-
driven. The latter are calling for a new professional ethic that
takes into account a broader, more complex set of business-
related ethical guidelines and responsibilities.

One place to start is to revise our codes of ethics and con-
duct. Current codes of ethics and conduct (those of EAPA and
EASNA) lay an ethical foundation, but hardly build the whole
house. They are minimalist codes that are restricted in scope
and unable to provide much guidance to the complex and
ambiguous predicaments related to the business practices of
EAPs, such as the ethics of referral and ownership.

Our vision is for the leadership of the employee assistance
field to engage in ethics-related advocacy by organizing anti
supporting an "ethics summit" composed of across-section of
EA leaders, professionals, constituents (employee%mployer
clients), and representatives from allied fields (e.g., human
resources, benefits, labor, managed care, treatment, and so on).
This summit would be a working meeting, with subgroups
entering into a dialogue on how to revise the field's ethics codes
to be more relevant and informative in the area of business
ethics. Another goal of the summit could be to explore ways to
develop an independent audit function for all external EAPs.

In closing, we are reminded of a quote in the Hastings
Center Report (1990) by Leon Kass, who was commenting on
the state of ethics in health care. "Though originally intended
to improve our deeds," Kass said, "the reigning practice in
ethics, if truth be told, has, at best, improved our speech." Our
hope is that some of the survey findings and interpretations of
issues in this article will stimulate interest and discussion (not
just "ethics talk") in a way that ultimately affects referral prac-
tices and ownership structures in the EA field. D
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What do employ-
ees want from

say they want to find a com-
pany they can work for

ever a period ofwork? In the past,
this question might have
elicited laughter and deri-
sion. It was assumed that
people worked to earn
money and benefits; they
worked harder or longer so
they could earn more monE ,
and perhaps more benefits.

Today, with four generations in the
workplace, the question is no longer so
simple—nor is the answer. Employers
want to know what specific groups of

employees—baby boomers, for example,
or Generation Xers—want from work.

They realize they need to retain the insti-
tutional memory that older workers pro-

vide, but they also want to attract the
skills, energy, and ideas that younger

workers offer.

So, what do baby boomers want from
work? The answer, according to a survey
by Randstad North America, a leading
employment services firm in the United
States and Canada, is to "truly

make a contribution to employers and
their clients." Gen Xers, meanwhile,
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gig- many years.
`~` For employ-

a=
ers, providing a

work environment
that meets these types of

wants and needs may well prove more
difficult than paying higher salaries and
offering more benefits. Employee assis-
tance professionals can help employers
better understand how to address these
desires and balance the sometimes com-
peting interests of different generations
of employees.

The following articles discuss the dif-
ferences and similarities among the four
generations and the challenges they pose
for employers and EAPs. They also
describe the growing phenomenon of

baby boomer burnout and the impact
that an aging workforce will have on
employers and EA professionals.
Understanding these issues will become
ever more critical for organizations that

want to maximize the productivity,
recruitment, and retention of their

human resources. D
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Gener i n 1 Differencesat o a
in the Work lacep

~nderstandin Collectiveg
Peer Personalities

by Brenda Douville, M.A.

here were you when Pearl Harbor was
attacked, or when President Kennedy was
assassinated? What were you doing when the
staff of the U.S. Embassy in Iran was taken

hostage, or when the space shuttle Challenger exploded after
takeoff? How old were you when these events occurred, or do
you know some of them only as history? And what does any of
this have to do with providing employee assistance services?

For the first time in history, four generations are present in
the American workplace. The members of each generation
came of age at distinct moments in our national history; as a
result, they bring to the workplace different attitudes, values,
and expectations about work and the organization. When these
differences are not understood and accepted by co-workers,
tensions and clashes between employees may result—which is
where EA professionals get involved.

EA professionals can play a critical role in helping employ-
ees and employers identify and address generational differences
and work effectively across generational lines. To succeed in
this role, we must understand the concept of "generations" and
familiarize ourselves with the general characteristics of the gen-
erations represented in today's workplace.

Defining the Terms

What do we mean by "generation," and how can a generation
have its own distinct characteristics or personality? William
Strauss and Neil Howe authored one of the first books to
explore the dynamics of generational behavior, Generations: The
History of America's Future 1584-2069, in which they described
18 generations over the course of American history. Each gen-
eration, they noted, shares a common birth period, and the sig-
nificant events and social changes that occur during that peri-
od affect the life cycles, attitudes, beliefs, and perceptions of
individuals born in that period, resulting in a collective peer
personality or mindset.

For example, as a baby boomer, I came of age during

Vietnam, Watergate, and Woodstock. These events are a part of

my identity: They have influenced not only my view of the

Brenda Douville is a consultant with the Minnesota Employee Assistance
Program. She can be reached at Brenda,DouvilleC~3state.mn,usa.

world, buc also my attitudes toward members of different gen-
erations who do not share my views. The same is true for other
baby boomers as well. Whether we fought in the Vietnam War
or against it, it informed our identity and view of the world.

Employee assistance professionals should be careful, how-
ever, not to stereotype when addressing inter-generational
issues between employees. While members of a specific gener-
ation tend to share a mindset, values, experiences, points of
view, and other characteristics, each person is first and foremost
an individual. Membership in a group or groups (including a
generational group) is a secondary characteristic.

Generational Characteristics

In Generations at Worh: Managing the Clash of Veterans, Boomers,
Xers and Nexters in Your Worhplace, authors Ron Zemke, Claire
Raines, and Bob Filipczak describe the attitudes and character-
istics shared by these four generational groups. Following is a
brief summary of the information presented about each group.

Veterans. This is the oldest generation in the workplace,
with members born between 1922 and 1943. The veterans,
also called the "silent generation," are the subject of Tom
Brokaw's recent book, The Greatest Generation. Members of this
group grew up in hard times but triumphed over cataclysmic
events such as the Great Depression and World War II.

Veterans believe in the intrinsic value of work (they tend
to derive satisfaction from work itself rather than the meaning
in the work), favor obedience over individualism, and under-
stand self-sacrifice and "making do." Most have small town
roots. When members of this group joined the workforce in the
1940s and 50s, there was awell-defined hierarchy, and roles for
women were narrowly defined.

Boomers. Members of the baby boom generation, born
between 1943 and 1960, grew up in the late 1950s and
1960s—a time of prosperity and expansion in the United
States. This generation was the first for which child rearing was
a hobby and a pleasure, not an economic necessity and a bio-
logical inevitability. Its members were .more apt than those in
succeeding generations to live in a family with a working father
and stay-at-home mother.

The Vietnam War had a profound and divisive effect on
the boomers. It was the primary cause of the "generation gap"
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between veterans and boomers and sometimes caused splits
between boomers and their siblings.

At present, boomers comprise 53 percent of the labor force
and have a huge impact on the standards, habits, and attitudes
that prevail in the workplace. As they age, however, boomers
care less and less about career and work issues and more about
family and legacy issues.

Xers. Also known as the "thirteenth generation,"
Generation X marks the period of birth decline after the baby
boom and thus is much smaller. Born between 1961 and 1980,
Xers came of age in an era of fallen heroes, a struggling econo-
my, soaring divorce rates, and the phenomenon of latch-key
children. This was the first generation of kids for whom the
two-income family was the rule rather than the exception—as
Xers were growing up, women were joining the workforce in
dramatically increasing numbers.

Xers believe their parents "lived to work;" they, in contrast,
want to "work to live." This generation has a nontraditional ori-
entation to time and space: They don't think much of struc-
tured work hours, and their approach to authority is casual.
Xers are technologically savvy, more willing to change jobs than
the generations that preceded them, and disdainful of boomers,
seeing them as full of talk but no action.

Nexters. The newest generation also has the most diverse
heritage—one in three is the child of a single mother, and many
are offspring of boomers who postponed having children until
their forties. In their short lives, nexters have experienced a
startling range of events and emotions, from the euphoria of the
millennial celebrations to the shame and disgust surrounding
the investigation of President Clinton's affair with Monica
Lewinsky to the tragedies of Columbine and the World Trade
Center. They are the children of the digital age, the first gener-
ation to be born into homes with computers. Already, they
know far more about technology than their parents.

Nexters are just beginning to enter the workforce. Some
say the values they bring to work are traditional and more in
line with their grandparents and great-grandparents. Others
believe that the next big "generation gap" to affect the United
States will be the one between boomers and nexters, and that
this gap will be felt in the workplace as well as at home.

Generational Differences and EAPs

Employee assistance professionals play a critical role in helping
organizations work constructively across cultural differences
that may create difficulties in the workplace. Generational dif-
ferences are a form of cultural diversity, and as the labor pool
continues to change, these differences will become a growing
factor in building work environments in which people of
diverse backgrounds can work together effectively.

How can we prepare ourselves to address issues related to
generational differences between and among employees?
Following are tips for getting started:

1. Increase your understanding of your own generational
values and the ways in which these values influence your
approach to clients or your view of organizational issues and
behavior. Doing this requires making a commitment to contin-
uously learning about and understanding your behavior pat-
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terns, values, assumptions, communication styles, and think-

ing patterns. Understanding how generational values inform

your identity and role in the workplace can enhance your abil-
ity to work effectively with clients.

2. Increase your understanding of the factors that may
influence the members of other generations. When we com-
municate with employees across generations, we communicate
across eras of different and significant life-changing events.
Recruiting, hiring, training, leading, and communicating effec-
cively with employees of all generations require that we under-
stand who they are, what influenced them, what motivates
them now, how they relate to others in the workplace, and how
they prefer to work. It requires that we listen actively to learn
the values our clients hold regarding organizational structure,
teamwork, loyalty, recognition, and leadership.

For more information about the four generations in the
workforce, the impact of generational differences between co-
workers, and generational issues that may occur in the work-
place, Irecommend the following resources:
• Generations: The History of America's Future 1584-2069, by

William Strauss and Neil Howe. William Morrow &' Co.
• The Next Generation: Understanding and Meeting the Needs of

Generation X, by Gary Blair Zustilak. College Press.
• Managing Generation X: How to Bring Out the Best in Young

Talent, by Bruce Tulgan. W.W. Norton and Company, Inc. Q
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Bab B m r burnout:y oo e
T'he ear h f r NewS c o

Meanin in Adulthoog
by Norma Montagnino-Gemza, M.A., CEAP

robably no generation has left as deep an imprint
on U.S. culture, politics, and society as the baby
boomers, the estimated 78 million Americans born
after World War II and before the escalation of hos-

tilities in Vietnam. From their roles as antiwar protesters in the
1960s to environmental activists in the 1970s to Wall Street
stockbrokers in the 1980s to soccer moms in the 1990s, the
boomers have established new social and cultural norms and,
in the process, redefined what it means to live, to love, to work,
and to play. Now, as they enter their forties and fifties and begin
to face midlife, the.boomers are set to break new ground once
again—this time, by redefining what it means to grow old.

As they do so, they find themselves facing many of the
same questions they tackled in their twenties, questions deal-
ing with core values and the meaning of life. For some, these
questions will lead to emotional and professional burnout, a
phenomenon that increasingly will confront the employee
assistance industry.

In an April 2000 special report, Newsweek magazine
referred to the boomers as the "New Middle-Aged." But
boomers, who will turn 50 at the rate of one every eight sec-
onds over the next 10 years, are reluctant to define themselves
in these terms. Asked recently by the MacArthur Foundation
how old they consider themselves, most 50-year-olds ignored
evidence of aging (such as physical changes) and said 40!
Likewise, in a survey of recent "Baby Boomer Burnout" work-
shop participants, only one attendee said she thinks of herself
as middle-aged. The other respondents said they all feel youth-
ful and are still searching for meaning in their adulthood.

For many, this search prompts feelings of disillusionment
and crisis because the answer to "What more?" is not readily
available. These feelings may be further complicated by articles
such as "Get Ready to Live to 120," which appeared in My
Generation, a publication for boomers from the American
Association of Retired Persons (AARP). If dissatisfaction has
surfaced during the early midlife years, the prospect of facing

Baby boomer Norma Montagnino-Gemza is director of PERFORMA, a divi-
sion of Human Technologies Corporation in Utica, New York. PERFORMA's
mission is to reduce work/life barriers through the provision of employee
and employer assistance programs. The author can be reached bye-mail
at pertormaC~htcorp.net.

70 more years of life may not be viewed with anticipation.
Regardless of how long they think they will live, boomers

will begin to face their own mortality as they reach the 50-year
mark. This recognition of mortality will be a frightening expe-
rience for people who have had a "confident immortality men-
tality" for most ot~ their lives. In an open letter to baby boomers,
the Rev Lee Barker explains that when he looked around a
chapel where he was seated with many he had known since
childhood, he noted how "old" they were getting. Scar tissue
and losses, not to mention day-co-day life, had taken their toll.

Boomers, like other generations before them, wonder,
"How could we have gotten older?" Ours (I myself am a
boomer) was a youthful culture, built on idealism. Our gener-
ation has not so kindly been described as self-absorbed, self-
indulgent, and narcissistic; we have been dubbed the "me"
generation. Fully half of the Boomer generation identifies with
the late 1960s and 1970s as "their time," an era when there was
no rule that couldn't be broken. And it was our parents who
encouraged us, even as they shook their heads at our boldness.

The Onset of Adulthood

Our parents, many of them first-generation Americans, were
an impressive act to follow. They survived the Great
Depression and World War II, then went on to build the most
powerful nation in the world. They told stones of shoes with
"holes in the soles" and cupboards without bread, and vowed
we'd see neither. They exhorted us to be happy, make some-
thing of ourselves, and achieve the American dream.

For many of us, the path ~o happiness and fulfillment took
a circuitous route. We protested the Vietnam War, celebrated
life and youth at Woodstock, and cheered the moon landing
and the nation's bicentennial. We found jobs and started
careers, often in different lines of work than those that had
fired our imaginations during our youth.

Many boomers are now realizing that adulthood is finally
here, and early core decisions need to be re-evaluated. This is
particularly true for those born at the front end of the boom,
between .1946 and 1957. This group of boomers is over-
whelmed in particular with the following concerns:
• Their bright and successful careers have hit a brick wall,

the consequences of downsizing, rightsizing, and a talent-
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ed group of younger workers.
• Many boomers are financially unprepared for reciremen[;

two in Five (and 30 percent of those nearest retirement)
have less than $10,000 in savings.

• Their health is deteriorating even after years of practicing
vitamin regimes and exercising at health clubs.
They are confronting the dilemma of being able to extend
their lives through medical advances but wondering about
the quality of their extra years.

• Their parents are living longer and using up more of their
savings, smaller bequests to their boomer children.

• Their children are blaming them for their own issues.
• They are exhausted from trying to "be all to all."

If the front-loaded cadre of boomers is the hardesC hit,
those in their mid- to late thirties and early Co mid-forties are
experiencing a separaCe set of worries. Author Gail Sheehy, in
her book New Passages, calls this age span "middlescence" and
says it marks the death of the firsC phase of adulthood, to be fol-
lowed by the birth of a second adulthood in the "flaming
fifties." During middlescence, Sheehy says, we explore ques-
tions similar to those we pondered in adolescence—who am I,
where am I going, where do I belong, etc. In our flaming fifties
we may experience "meaning" crises and, among men, male
menopause. Sheehy's work may explain the sentiments and
behaviors of older boomers who appear to be burning out
while their younger siblings' coals still have some spark left.

Common to both age groups is the nagging sense that in
their quest for the American dream, they never learned how to
settle and be settled. Their constant and never-ending search
for fulfillment has led them through decades of switching jobs,
careers, and spouses. Couple this never-ending search for ful-
fillmentwith the need to care for both aging parents and young
children (the result of "late in life" family decisions) and you gel
an increase in depression, burnout, early onset of severe ill-
nesses, and even early death.

Granted, adapting to change can be afull-time job for peo-
ple of any age. And with so much adaptation and "fast-track-
ing" behind them, Che boomers may have become disillusioned
with the idea of continued adaptation. Many find themselves
running in place to keep from being left behind.

A search of Internet literature reveals chat burnout among
baby boomer professionals has become a real threat to many
industries, notably the following:
• Burnout among physicians in their forties
• Burnout among boomer teachers, nurses, and other help-

ing professionals, primarily those with 30-year tenures
Boomer scientists floundering at mid-life
In 1999, HR Today reported on boomer burnout and pre-

dicced that a growing number of boomers would be jumping

off the fast track. "Baby boomer professionals, accustomed to
putting in 80-100 hour weeks, are facing mid-life burnout and
asking themselves, ̀Where am I and what has it cost me?"' the

article states. "They have seen missed opportunities."
These trends suggest that boomers may experience their

first serious midlife crisis when they attempt to redefine their

career as a "calling" to help them make sense of their lives. It is
not unusual to read of stories about a boomer engineer joining
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the Peace Corps, or ~ wealthy boomer attorney becoming a
priest, or a frustrated executive who always waneed to be a rock
scar starting a jazz combo and hitting [he road.

Whatever the cause of the crisis, it is core values that draw
the boomer into re-evaluation, James V. Gatnbone, in his book
ReFii~em.ent: A Boomer's Guide to L fe After 50, states that nearly
three in four boomers car}~e from "economically poor, working
class, or small family-owned business/family farm roots." Most
boomers' parents did not attend college and were not profes-
sionals. As boomers have moved up the corporate and financial
ranks, many have found themselves struggling to rediscover
that physical and emotional place they called home.

Gainbone suggests that boomers learned several core val-
ues while growing up, and three of them—a sense of belong-
ing, giving something back, and taking risks—help define the
boomer personality. When these three values are violated or left
unmet, frustration and disillusionment set in.

In its mildest form, burnout manifests itself in apathy; in
its m~sC severe form, it may manifest itself in depression.
According to psychologist Herbert J. Freudenberger, who
coined the term, burnout "is a problem born of good inten-
tions, because it happens when people by to reach unrealistic
goals and end up depleting their energy and losing touch with
themselves and others."

Relighting the Fire

One of the best frameworks for explaining the phenomenon of
burnout is Bruce Baldwin's five stages of burnout:
• Intimate involvement. This is the honeymoon phase,

where work and life are seen through rose-colored glasses.
• Exhaustion/Questioning. In this phase, involvement

begins to take its toll.
• Balancing act. Here, core values are reviewed and deci-

sions and significant choices are made.
• WithdrawaUDisappointment. These feelings are experi-

enced if good decisions are not made while in the balanc-
ing act stage.

• Terminal cynicism. This is the final phase, in which self-
protection is chosen over self- management.
As Baldwin notes, people who experience burnout were

once on fire, and boomers, as a generation, have certainly
glowed and blazed. The promise of their future was established
in the intimate involvement stage, where dzeir anti-materialism
and compassion for the less privileged reigned. The abundance
of talent and inCellect within this group became the driving
force for America's future.

What happened to cause the exhaustion and questioning
that marls the second wage of burnout? Over-involvement of
any kind takes a physical and emotional toll, and boomers
invested heavily in their families, jobs, and communities.
Notwithstanding their reputation as the "me" generation, many
boomers have been so committed to external drivers that they
really haven't thought of their own needs.

Only during the last few years, while listening to friends
and clients in the front-loaded cadre of boomers, have I real-
ized so many of them are in the balancing act stage. Many
teeter-totter between whether to create personal meaning and
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adequacy from within or rely on external stimulation. For the
lucky few vested with defined benefit plans, retiring early and
returning to their dream becomes a viable choice. For most,
however, early retirement is not an option. Withdrawal and
disappointment may lead these boomers to terminal cynicism.

Employee assistance professionals increasingly will find
more and more burned-out boomers in their offices. Our
response will be important, and the solutions won't come eas-
ily. As a college chaplain offered, "insight from the inside" may
be a place to start.

James Gambone's "ReFirement" philosophy offers a frame-
work for EA professionals (as well as boomers themselves) to
understand aging, the recovery of idealism, the claiming of a
personal and generational legacy, and other issues. Some
boomers, on becoming grandparents, rediscover their core val-
ues with their grandchildren and begin making up for earlier
missed opportunities with their own children.

Where does all this lead us as a profession? In the
March/Apri12001 EAPA Exchange, EAPA challenged EA profes-
sionals to meet the demands of the next 30 years. It is worth
noting that during the next three decades, while approximate-
ly half of the boomer population retires, the other half will
remain in the workforce. As EA professionals we will need to
help the retirees introduce their "inner child" to their "inner
elder" while assisting the remaining boomers with redefining
their work and personal lives.

Understanding the core values and drivers of the baby
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boom generation should become a priority in our learning
process. We also should examine our own personal middles-
ence and flaming fifties issues and provide assistance to each
other to prevent our own emotional and professional burnout.
In an increasingly competitive industry, our idealism of yester-
year is threatened by change, placing new stressors upon us.

Employers want more from their EAP, and it should be our
goal to respond with diverse and viable work/life ,and organi-
zational behavior and development programming while we
maintain both insight into our profession's core values and
expertise in the EAP Core Technology. We must require of our-

selves that we learn more about all aspects of human develop-

ment as we serve an intergenerational workforce that is grow-

ing more complex and diverse every day. D
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An A in yUo~kforg g ce.
Rethinkin Humang
Resources P~actice~

by Diane Pihtialis, Ph.D.

ich the aging of the baby boom generation
(the first of whom will turn 55 this year) and
the continuing extension of active life
expectancy, employers of all kinds will need

to rethink attitudes toward older workers and re-examine a
range of established practices, from retirement rules to employ-
ee benefits. Just as employers adapted to the massive entry of
women into the workforce in the second half of the 20th cen-
tury, so, too, will they need to adapt to the aging of 76 million
baby boomers in the coming decades.

An aging workforce will change the workplace in three
important ways:
1. The number of employees with elder care responsibilities

will rise significantly, with businesses experiencing a con-
comitant decrease in productivity. Employers also can
expect to lose valuable employees for whom the strain of
working and caregiving becomes too difficult.

2. A multigenerational workplace will create new manage-
ment challenges, because workers of different ages
approach employment in different ways and come to work
with different expectations and needs. Workers in their for-
ties, for example, look for challenging and rewarding work,
while those 50 and older place more emphasis on escab-
lishing enjoyable relationships with co-workers and looking
for new kinds of flexibility.

3. Retirement policies and practices will change as employ-
ers facing labor shortages seek to retain older workers and
the baby boom generation seeks to redefine the nature of
retirement. Americans are living longer and healthier lives,
allowing them more years of active and able life beyond the
traditional retirement age. According to one survey, four of
five baby boomers plan to keep working after they reach
retirement age (or, as some are putting it, after their "first
retirement"). Of those who want to retire, only 40 percent
expect to be able to do so. Older workers will seek work

Diane Piktialis is work-life product director at Ceridian Performance
Partners in Boston, Mass. She previously worked for Work Family
Directions, serving as their senior advisor on elder care and developing
their elder care referral service. She chairs the Business Forum on Aging
and is a member of the board of directors of the American Society on
Aging.

that is both financially and personally rewarding—and their
definition of "rewarding" will be different from the defini-
tions used by workers in their thirties and forties.

Implications for Companies

Because societal aging is such a momentous demographic shift,
companies will have to adapt in many different ways, just as
they had to in order to recruit and retain women and address
the needs of working parents. For example, employers will be
trying to retain and attract workers who do not have to work
at a particular company—and, in many cases, don't really have
to work at all. Companies will have to become more flexible in
terms of recruiting, structuring jobs, offering benefits, training,
managing, and appraising managers' performance.

Some companies already have begun addressing these
issues. In the mid-1980s, Vita-Needle, a small firm with only
35 employees, needed to quickly fill a need for part-time work-
ers. The company recruited older people who had lost jobs
through downsizing and offered them complete flexibility in
scheduling work assignments. All employees have a key to the
building and the freedom to set work schedules to fit their
needs: They can work before dawn, for example, or take off
every Tuesday or the entire month of December.

For Travelers, a large financial services company, a practi-
cal solution to staffing problems turned out to be an important
weapon against age prejudice. In 1981, Travelers began a job
bank for retirees, called TravTemps, to provide a pool of tem-
porary workers who are familiar with the company's culture
and policies. The temps are brought in to meet immediate
needs, such as sharp deadlines and work surges, at levels rang-
ing from clerical to professional duties. The success of
TravTemps has that older workers can be flexible, learn new
technologies, and work well with younger employees.

Beyond removing barriers to hiring older workers,
employers also must consider the work environment they pro-
vide for older employees. Bonnie Belle, a cosmetics manufac-
turer, recruited 100 seniors—retired nurses and teachers, for-
mer housewives, and the like—to replace temporaries who
had been unreliable and created a separate work space for
them at the firm's corporate headquarters. The seniors work
half-time schedules packing LipSmackers, a flavored lip gloss
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for preteens, under the supervision of a fellow seni~~r.
The simplest solution to the coming labor shor~agc is co

convince employees not co retire but keep working (produc-
tively, of course) at the company they already know well. "this
is exactly what Deloitte Consulting is crying to do to avert a
mass exodus of knowledge capital.

Realizing that the number cif consulting partners over [he
age of 50 would double between 2000 and 2005, Deloicte

established the Senior Leaders Program. The top performers

who are picked for the program are given enormous freedom

co design their own jobs, including recruiting, menCOring and
teaching new consultants, leading a clici~~ group, writing and
speaking, running an overseas office, or simply continuing to
consult. Through this program, Deloitte hopes to avert a "brain
drain" of its most seasoned consulting partners and the accom-
panying loss of experience and organizational memory.

Sometimes retired employees are better suited for a job
than current employees. GB Information Services rehires
retired engineers, not to teach a new generation of employees
lout to service an older generation of technology. Whirlpool,
Quaker Oacs; and GTE all have fotuld Chat retired employees

are better choices for international assigmnencs lasting up to six
months than are regular full-time employees.

Source of Energy

There is not yet any single solLuion or set of solutions ~o the

challenges related to an aging workforce. For now, each organ-
ization will need to look at its own demographics, internal cul-

ture, and expected growth and at the pool of talent available.

One thing is clear: Workers in their fifties want something

very diFferenc dzan their predecessors wanted. They want inter-

escing and worthwhile things to do with their time. They want

regular opportunities to engage with other people. Some are

looking for "bridge jobs," part-time or temporary jobs to miti-

gate the psychological and financial shock of moving from a

fu11-time career to full-time retirement. Others want to

"relaunch" themselves info new careers and need to earn as

much money as they did the first time around.

These wishes and desires are a powerful source of working
energy cllac can be ca~~ped by com~~anies. As midlife expands tc~

a major li(e stage, workers will find themselves facing new tran-

sitions and challenges, from aging successfully to reinventing

retirement [o planning for second and thirel careers. Just as
employers gained a com~~etitive advantage and improved their

productivity by developing policies in the 1970s and 1980s to

encourage the recruitment and retention of women and in

the 1990s to address the needs of working parents, employers
chat wish to position themselves for sustained growth will

need to develop policies in this decade to hire and/ar retain
older we~rlcers. Q
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or John Burke, MA, CEAP at 910-328-0978 or email jburke@blairanclburke.com
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Counselin the Other
Generations

by Robert W Wendover

ow does a "fifty-something" work with a "twenry-
something?" For that matter, how does a "thirty-
something" work with a "sixty-something?" And
what on earth do we do with those teenagers sport-

ing orange hair and body piercings?
If you've asked yourself these and similar questions, you're

not alone. Today's workforce is more diverse than ever before,
and growing more so each day. Never before have people of so
many races, ages, cultures, religions, nationalities, and political
and social views worked side by side, their differences some-

times complementing but occasionally clashing with each
other. Helping employers and employees understand and take
advantage of their differences will become (if it is not already)
central to the role of employee assistance professionals in the

years and decades to come.
The age issue alone is daunting, with four generations—

children, parents, grandparents, and great-grandparents—toil-

ing together in the workforce. The oldest of these groups is the

matures, a term coined by Yankelovich Partners in their book,

Roching the Ages. A mature is someone born before or during

World War II, prior to 1946.
The baby boomers, the generation born between 1946

and 1964, are the cHildren of the matures. Landon Jones, who

coined the term "baby boom" in his 1980 book Great

Expectations, described the monumental effect that boomers

have had on technology, education, politics, consumer prod-

ucts, and virtually every other American institution.

Generation Xers, born between 1965 and 1980, are the

children of the baby boomers. The term "Generation X" was
popularized in a 1991 novel of the same name by Douglas

Coupland, who described a rather angry, disenfranchised, arro-

gant society of young people. In observing their kids' skeptical

attitudes toward society, boomers decided that Generation X

Robert Wendover, managing director of the Center
for Generational Studies (www.gentrends.com) in
Aurora, Colo., writes and speaks on intergenera-
tional issues throughout the nation. He can be
contacted at 1-800-227-5510 or wendoverQgen-
trends.com.

was an apt name for the offspring they had produced.
As you might imagine, many Xers don't like the label.

Swing Magazine, a publication targeted toward this age group,
asked its readers, "If not Generation X, what would you like to
be called?" Only 10 percent of the respondents said Generation
X was okay wikh them.

The youngest of the four generations are the so-called mil-
lennials. Coined by sociologists William Strauss and Irleil
Howe, this term incorporates those born between 1981 and

1999, the children of both boomers and Xers. The oldest of the

millennials entered the workforce three to four years ago.

Sociologists break down these generational groups into

what they call cohorts. Cohorts are members of a generation

who are linked through shared life experiences in their forma-

tive years. The key words here are "shared life experiences."

As each new cohort matures, it is influenced by what soci-

ologists call generational markers, events that affect all mem-
bers of a generation in one way or another. For instance, World,
War II was a generational marker for the matures; the assassi-

nation of President Kennedy was a marker for boomers. But
cohorts are not shaped by just one common life experience—

they are also influenced by a host of events that, over time,

influence their collective values and attitudes.

Four Generations

Let's take a brief look at each of the generations and how their

values and priorities relate. First, the matures. In addition to
World War II, matures experienced the Korean conflict, the

New Deal, and, of course, the Great Depression. Even if the

youngest of the matures didn't directly e~erience all of these

things, they heard endless stories, many of which seemed to

get "better" with each telling. Collectively, these stories had a

tremendous impact on matures' views of the world.

Matures, for the most part, grew up in extended fami-

lies—relatives lived on the same block, or even in the same
apartment building. Matures heard a constant drumbeat of
consistent messages from mom and dad and from grandpar-
ents, aunts, uncles, and cousins as well. They got the same fare
from the media, through television shows such as "Father
Knows Best," "Ozzie and Harriet," "Leave it to Beaver," "My
Three "Sons," and so on.
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The themes of these many messages were clear: hard
work, sacrifice for the common good, respect for authority, and
loyalty to the organization. It is these themes that have shaped
the way matures look at work and their expectations about
how others should work.

The baby boomers grew up in different times. Their form-
ative years were shaped by tremendous economic expansion
after World War II, the popularity of rock-n-roll: music, the rise
of the television era, and the transition from city life to subur-
bia. Whereas matures were born into extended families, the
boomers were born into nuclear families; mom and dad were
present, but the rest of the relatives might be miles away.
Instead of being surrounded by family, boomers were sur-
rounded by music, television, and their neighbors in subur-
bia—who may, or may not, have shared the same values.

America's military preeminence after World War II, cou-
pled with economic expansion, gave boomers a strong sense of
security. That left room for them to explore other things—like
sex, drugs, rock-n-roll, civil rights, and other causes.

Evidence of these influences was apparent in the media
with which boomers grew up. Whereas the matures had lis-
tened to Bing Crosby, the boomers preferred the Grateful Dead.
Matures had watched "Father Knows Best" and read Marvel
Comics; the boomers tuned in to "Three's Company" and
looked at Mad magazine.

To some, it seemed that the entire baby boom generation
ran amuck in the 1960s. In fact, they just wanted to explore
their own ways of doing things and try their own systems. The
vast majority have returned to values they learned from their
parents, like loyalty and hard work. As responsibility has
increased with age, the boomers—who now run the majority
of businesses within the United States—have returned, as do
all generations, to their root values.

Xers, as you would expect, have a different take on things.
The boomers, after all, were born into prosperity and preemi-
nence; Xers were born into the chaos of Vietnam, Watergate,
corporate downsizing, AIDS, and terrorism. They have since
grown up in an age of unparalleled technological innovation,
which has proven both a blessing and a curse.

All of this is reflected in Xers' attitudes toward work and
living in general. The institutions in which they were taught to
believe have betrayed them: Their parents were laid off, the
integrity of their nation's leaders is constantly being challenged,
AIDS threatens their personal relationships, and they and their
friends have an estimated 15 percent less purchasing power
than their parents had at the same age.

Many Generation Xers grew up as latchkey kids, learning
to fend for themselves from age 12 or even younger. As many
as 40 percent of them are children of divorce.

These experiences have taught the average Xer to be self-

reliant and personally focused. As a result, Xers have a different

set of attitudes about work and those who supervise them.

First and foremost, Xers desire to live a more balanced life.

They want to be home for their children, an experience many

of them never enjoyed. Don't ask them to work overtime,

because they have a marathon to run or a soccer game to play
or simply an evening planned with friends. Xers don't live to

work, they work to live.
The newest entrants to the workforce, the millennials, are

the most diverse generation in U.S. history. One in three

belongs to what the federal government considers a minority,

and one in four comes from asingle-parent family.
Millennials are the product of a society that has, once

again, seen tremendous economic expansion and an explosion

of conveniences. Thanks to technology, they are maturing in a

"menu-driven" society that offers more choices than ever

before. The result is a generation that is growing up learning

how to "work the system" rather than developing the skills and
wisdom that come with making decisions and suffering the
consequences thereof.

In many ways, millennials have not been held accountable
for their actions, an unfortunate fact that is now revealing itself
to employers. On the other hand, research indicates that mil-
lennials are more positive in their views of society and institu-
tions than are members of Generation X. They also are more
socially active and likely to support organizations such as
unions and charities. And they are more accepting and less
skeptical of EAPs and other services provided by employers.

Points to Consider

With four generations—and four accompanying sets of experi-
ences, expectations, and attitudes—in the workplace, EA pro-
fessionals must be flexible in their dealings with employee
clients and encourage them to be open as well. Here are sever-
al points to consider:

Consider the stories you tell and the examples you
employ. Beginning a sentence with the words "I remember" or
similar phrases may immediately typecast your comments as
outdated. Your favorite yarns about personal experiences can
seem irrelevant to someone 25 years your junior or senior.

Consider the unspoken history of clients. A baby
boomer with small children may very well approach the par-
enting process and its issues differently than an Xer with chil-
dren of the same age. A 55-year-old client abusing alcohol will
have different societal scripts concerning substance abuse in his
head than someone in her twenties.

Consider your client's assumptions about you. If you're
25 counseling someone 55 (or vice versa), it's only natural for
the client to draw erroneous conclusions about your compe-
tence or, perhaps, biases. Take time to establish credibility at
the beginning of the relationship.

Remember that younger generations tend. to congre-
gate in groups. Their social lives typically revolve around
many acquaintances rather then a couple of good friends. Peer
pressure may emerge from a group of 10 or more.

Remember that younger generations are more technologi-
cally savvy. For this reason, you may not be their only resource
Eor assistance., They may have friends pointing them toward
Web sites containing information that contradicts you.

Finally, remember that younger generations' lives are com-
plicated. They have grown up balancing pagers, cell phones,
and Palm Pilots. They may want to accept phone calls in the
middle of sessions. You must establish the parameters of the
relationship and enforce them assiduously. D
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by~ohn Maynard, Ph.D., CEAP

ive years ago, just entering my fifties, I came to a
personal "crisis point" in my career. I wasn't feeling

the same energy and passion for my work, and I had
a growing sense that something was missing.

I realized I had noticed [his same phenomenon occurring
in many of the clients I had seen in my work wish executives.
Many of Chese highly successful people, mostly in their forties
and fifties, were questioning their careers or other aspects of
their lives—queseioning that made it difficult to keep charging
full speed ahead, as they had earlier in their lives.

I began to research whaC happens as we move into and
through early, middle, and lace adulChood. What physical,
intellectual, emotional, and even spiritual changes occur, and
why? How do relationships wiCh family, friends, and co-work-

ers change? How do all these affect us personally and in our
work performance? What can employees, employers, and

EAPs do about them?
When I told my fellow EA and human resources' col-

leagues that I was researching adult development (and espe-
cially midlife), they began to'open up to me about their own

personal issues—often many of the same feelings I had been
having. Some of these people I knew well. Others I had met
only briefly, at conferences or meeCings. None had ever shared
their concerns and doubts so openly with me before.

That's when I realized the power of the developmental (or
life cycle) approach. If we frame personal concerns as "prob-

lems" or clinical issues, a person who confides in us becomes

a "patient" and we become the "doctor," which is an unequal

and sometimes intimidating relationship. But if we frame per-
sonal concerns as normal developmental transitions in the

human life cycle—transitions we all experience in some way as

we travel along the developmental. journey—we free people to

John Maynard is president of SPIRE Health
Consultants, Inc„ in Boulder, Colo, An EA pro-
fessional since 1977, John now provides
coaching and consultation to midlife professlon-
als and conducts seminars and workshops for
EAPA and other corporate and professional
groups around the world. Currently he is hard at
work writing a book on midlife. For further infor-
mation, contact him at (303J 444-6300 or visit
www. midlife-mastery, tom.

share their concerns with us more openly.
The developmental approach can be a powerful tool in

delivering employee assistance services. Employees will feel

better about using their EAP if doing so helps them understand

and appreciate their journey through life as opposed to mak-
ing them feel they have problems. At the same time, EA pro-

fessionals who recognize the developmental context of their

clients' presenting issues will be more effective at developing

appropriate assistance plans and motivating clients to follow

through with them.

The Pattern of Development

It's popular today to think about the differences among adults
of various ages in generational terms. The baby boomers (now
roughly 37-55 years old) and GeneraCion X (now 21-36 years
old) have received the most publicity, but the smaller genera-
cion born just before and during World War II is still in today's
workforce, and the oldest of the huge Generation Y group (7-
20 years old) are just beginning their working careers.

The generational cohort approach attempts to understand
people by assessing what the world was like as they grew up—

the social and economic forces that shaped their views and val-

ues. This approach represents the "nurture" side of the

nature/nurture continuum, the side influenced by environ-

ment. Equally if not more important, however, is the "nature"
side of the continuum, the side influenced by genetics, biolo-

g}; and the human life cycle.
It's true that our own history and environmental situation

greatly influence how we handle the inevitable changes, tran-
sitions, and life tasks associated with each developmental stage.
But many of these changes, transitions, and tasks are pre-
dictable for every generation, even across cultures.

As psychologist Daniel Levinson observed in his research,

we tend to alternate between transitional periods and relative-

ly stable periods as we move through Life. These periods, each

of which may last for several years, are defined not by particu-
lar aspects of our life's circumstances but by the overriding
developmental task that is pre-eminent during each period.

For example, starting in our late teens, we go through a
transition over a period of four to five years .from adolescence
to early adulthood. Then we go through a period in our twen-
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ties that, from a developmental standpoint, is relatively stable.
This may sound confusing because, for many of us, our

twenties feel anything but stable. We may try several different
jobs or career directions, become involved in several different
relationships, or live in several different locations. But all these
changes are occurring in the service of the same overall devel-
opmental task: trying to find what works for us as we learn to
make our way in the adult world.

Learning to make our way successfully in the world is a
primary developmental task of early adulthood. In our twen-
ties, we experiment with different approaches to interacting
with the world. As we do so, we discover which ones seem to
work for us and which ones don't. Some people find a suc-
cessful formula fairly easily; others do more searching. Either
way, the developmental task is the same.

Around the age of 30, we enter a transition period. This is
a time for us to evaluate how we're doing and make choices
about the directions we'll pursue in our thirties. If our twenties
have been a time of exploration, in our thirties we feel an urge
to pursue certain directions and let go of others.

As these choices are made (often not on a conscious level),
the remainder of our thirties tends to be another developmen-
tally stable period. Our task now is to advance toward goals in
our chosen directions. Some people may focus mostly on job
goals, others on family and parenting, and still others on pur-
suing aparticular dream. Taken together, our pursuits in these
various directions create and reflect our self-identity.

By the time we approach and enter our forties, a new fac-
tor begins to affect us—a growing awareness of limited time.
Now we begin to consider our lives not just in terms of the time
since our birth, but also the time remaining before death.

Our growing awareness of finite time triggers a period of
questioning and, sometimes, self-doubt. Are we making the
progress we thought we would toward our goals? If not, what
happened? If so, why aren't we happier or more fulfilled?
Maybe the goals we thought were important aren't really so
important after all.

The midlife transition period can be a painful time for
many of us. But this period of questioning leads us to the next
major era of adulthood—midlife. As we reconsider our goals
and priorities, many of us reaffirm that we're on the right track.
Others feel an increasing urge to change directions, to pursue
dreams or possibilities neglected earlier in adulthood.

In either case, although we may still be goal-directed, we
also experience a desire to find meaning in what we're doing.
In early adulthood, we proved we could make it in the world;
in midlife, we focus more on how we're making it, how we're
spending our lives, and why.

The midlife theme of finding or making meaning in our
lives evolves, as we move into our fifties, into more awareness
of legacy issues. We begin to ask what we can give to our chil-
dren, our friends, our workplaces, or our world that will last.
Many of us develop a need to mentor: While in earlier life we
benefit from having a mentor, in midlife we benefit develop-
mentally from becoming a mentor.

By our late fifties and early sixties, we are beginning to shift
from midlife to the first part of later adulthood. The task that
begins to predominate now is one of integration. We must

learn to integrate all we have been up to now—both the posi-
tives and the negatives, the successes and the failures—with the
hopes and dreams we had and still have for our lives.

Application to EAPs

Understanding the developmental tasks and issues facing
workers at different stages of their lives can help employee
assistance professionals better understand and serve their

employee clients. For example, at the beginning of this article I
described a loss of energy and passion for my work. If this were
the presenting issue of an EAP client, clearly the EA profes-
sional would want to assess further for depression.

However, adevelopmentally-based approach might be
equally viable and even more useful to the client. For example,
if the client is in his twenties, loss of passion for his work might
indicate that his particular company or career direction is not
meeting his developmental needs because the opportunity for
advancement or demonstration of mastery is not available: On
the other hand, if the client is in her fifties, loss of passion for
her work may prompt the EA professional to explore how she
might find more meaning and purpose in her job or in other
aspects of her life.

The clinical and developmental perspectives are not mutu-
ally exclusive. Even when a clinical intervention is necessary,
clients feel more empowered and move more quickly to reso-
lution when they perceive their circumstances as part of a nor-
mal life-cycle process.

The value of the developmental approach within an EAP
is not limited to work with individual clients. If EAPs are posi-
tioned as the resource for understanding normal behavior
through the employee life cycle, they can become even more
essential to client companies.

An EAP positioned as described above, for example, can
help a company with retention and workforce motivation
issues. Since younger employees and supervisors are still work-
ing on the developmental task of demonstrating to themselves
and others that they can make it in the world, they are likely to
be motivated by evidence of "making it," such as the potential
for advancement or learning new skills that will make them
more versatile or marketable. On the other hand, midliEe
employees and supervisors are likely to respond more strongly
to feeling they are useful and are spending their time in mean-
ingful ways.

With guidance from the EAP, a company might begin to
structure its training and educational opportunities to capital-
ize on these developmental differences. For example, if the
company offers leadership training, the trainer would motivate
younger employees and managers by emphasizing opportuni-
ties for advancement when they exhibit leadership skills.
Midlife employees could be equally motivated to pursue and
exhibit leadership skills if the trainer is able to communicate
the value of their mentoring to the company's success.

In addition to management and organizational consulting,
other EA functions also become more effective when we apply
knowledge of normal adult development. It behooves all of us
in the EA field to learn more about the developmental tasks
and transitions affecting us, our corporate customers, and our
individual clients. Q
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Report Offers T
Qua lty DepresJ~..~~~

he American Association of
Health Plans (AAHP) has pub-
lished a 24-page report that is

designed to help health plan members
identify and receive quality care for
depression, which affects nearly 10
percent of the U.S. population and
costs business as much as $40 billion
or more each year.

The report, "Approaches to
Depression Care: Ten Key Questions
to Help Identify Innovative Care," rec-
ommends that health plan members
consider the following:
1. Does your health plan offer you

information or support to help you
recognize the signs of depression?

2. Does your health plan take steps to
help you learn about and under-
stand depression and treatment
choices?

3. How does your health plan raise
awareness among its members that,
in most cases, depression is a high-
ly treatable illness?

4. Does your health plan offer preven-
tive screening, focusing on patients
at high risk for depression, and
ongoing monitoring and special-

ized care for patients who need it?

5. Does your health plan work with
physicians to promote accurate
diagnosis and treatment options for
depression?

6. At the time of your first appoint-
ment for depression care, does
your health plan offer patient-spe-
cific information on treatment
options and self-care?

7. Does your health plan work with
its physicians to develop tools to
encourage and assist in patient
compliance?

8. Does your health plan encourage

all your health care providers co
work together on your depression
care and provide opportunities to
continually re-evaluate initial treat-
ment choices?

9. Does your health plan ask for your
feedback on its program of depres-
sion care?

10. Does your health plan have poli-
cies to assure that all behavioral
health treatment information will
be kept confidential?
The report describes specific com-

ponents of six health plan depression
programs and recommends them as
models for the health care industry.
The model program components were
evaluated against several baseline cri-
teria, including adequate needs assess-
ment, replicabiliCy, and involvement of
providers and members.

Copies of "Ten Key Questions"
can be downloaded from the AAHP
Web site at www.aahp.org/AAHP/
PatientCa re/LegacyD ocs/PDF/Depressi
on_Key_QuesOl .pdf.

New On-Line Resources Target
Substance Abuse, Mental Health

The Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Services Administration
(SAMHSA) of the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services (DHHS)
has launched a new Web site to help
employers build drug-free workplaces

and created a new on-line database of

news and information about public
sector substance abuse 'and mental
health services.

The Web site, www.drugfreework-

place.gov, is designed to increase
access to information on establishing

drug-free workplaces. Highlights of

the site, which contains resource

materials in Spa::sh as well as
English, include the following:
• An organized and searchable data-

base of all DHHS technical drug
testing guidance, including the cur-
rent list of laboratories that meet
minimum standards to conduct
urine drug testing for federal agen-
cies.

• An overview of the federal Drug-
Free Workplace Program as it
applies to U.S. government agen-
cies.

• Comprehensive program guidance
on the design, implementation, and
maintenance of a drug-free work-
place program, including special
guidance for small employers.

• Answers to frequently asked ques-
tions by employers wanting to
establish adrug-free workplace
program.

• Access to the Workplace Helpline
maintained by SAMHSAs Center for
Substance Abuse Prevention
(CSAP). The helpline, which can be
reached by calling 1-800-967-5752
or sending an e-mail to
helpline@samhsa.gov, provides free
consultation to employers on
addressing substance abuse in the
workplace.

• Multi-media briefings, including
video clips and electronic slide pre-
sentations, that discuss how to
manage and evaluate workplace
substance abuse programs.
The on-line database, www.man-

agedcare.samhsa.gov, contains articles
and abstracts on substance abuse and
mental health from more than 150
newspapers, journals, trade newslet-
ters, government reports, and other
sources. The information is posted
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every two weeks in the "Behavioral
Health Headlines Database" and can be
searched using 75 key terms, including
child welfare, drug abuse, methadone,
HMO issues, and mental health.

Handbook Helps Put Addiction
Research Into Practice

The Addiction Technology Transfer
Center Network, a system of 13
regional centers and a national office
under the direction of the U.S. Center
for Substance Abuse Treatment, has
published a handbook that uses case
studies to demonstrate how to trans-
late new addiction treatment research
into practice.

The handbook, The Change Booh:
A Blueprint for Technology Transfer,
guides readers through the 10 key
steps of transferring addiction technol-
ogy from the laboratory to the treat-
ment site. It is designed to address the
needs of substance abuse treatment
administrators and their staff as well as
educators and policy makers interested
in addiction treatment.

The ATTC Network was estab-
lished in 1993 and charged with—
• Increasing the knowledge and skills

of addiction treatment practitioners
Erom multiple disciplines by facili-
tating access to state-of-the-art
research and education;

• Heightening the awareness, knowl-
edge, and skills of all professionals
who have the opportunity to inter-
vene in the lives of people with
substance abuse disorders; and

• Fostering regional and national
alliances among practitioners,
researchers, policy makers, funders,
and consumers to support and
implement best treatment practices.
Copies of The Change Booh can be

downloaded from the ATTC Network's

Web site at www.nattc.org or ordered

by calling (877) 652-ATTC or sending

an e-mail to attcinfo@nattc.org.

Web Page Helps Women
Break Nicotine Addiction

The Web site of the National Women's
Health Information Center, a service of
the Office on Women's Health of the
U.S. Department of Health and Human

www.eap-association.org

Services, has added a page that pro-
vides resources to women and girls

who are trying to quit smoking.

The page, titled "A Breath of Fresh

Air," can be found at vwvw.4women.

gov/QuitSmoking/index.cfm. It pro-
vides alist of reasons why it's impor-
tant for women to quit smoking,
describes barriers to quitting, and dis-
cusses how to overcome the barriers. It
also offers a daily reason to quit smok-
ing, provides news of studies and
reports on the health effects of smok-
ing, and offer special tips to teenage
smokers and their parents.

The page was developed partly in
response to the Surgeon General's
Report on Women and Smoking, which .
was released in March. The report was
a comprehensive summary of informa-
tion about women and smoking in the
United States, such as the fact that
lung cancer will kill roughly 65,000
U.S. women this year and that more
than 1.5 million adolescent girls
smoke cigarettes.

Studies Available of On-Line
Employee Health Management

Organizations interested in on-line
employee health management can
order case studies of two employers,
Intel Corporation and Lucent
Technologies, that have implemented
such programs.

The complimentary case studies,
available from Mayo Clinic Health
Management Resources, discuss the
barriers to establishing on-line pro-
grams, the challenges of addressing the
many individual health needs and con-
cerns of employees, and the rewards of
persuading employees to take charge
of their health and become better con-
sumers of health care services.

To order the case studies, contact
Suzanne Leaf-Brock at the Mayo Clinic
by calling (507) 284-5005 or send an
e-mail co newsbureau@mayo.edu. D
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News
Briefs

Focus on Allaying Weight Fears
Can Help Women Stop Smoking

he time-honored approach of
helping women prevent or
reduce weight gain after they

quit smoking may not be the most
effective means of encouraging them
co quit, according to a study by
researchers at the University of
Pittsburgh School of Medicine.

The study, published in the
August issue of the Journal of
Consulting and Clinical Psychology,
addressed the fact that women find it
more difficult to stop smoking than
men, in part because they fear gaining
weight after they quit. Previous inter-
ventions for women concerned about
gaining weight focused on helping
them keep their weight down after
they quit smoking. This study sug-
gests that reducing concerns about
weight gain, rather than reducing
weight gain itself, is more likely to
help women stop smoking.

In the study, 219 women who
wanted to c{uit smoking but were wor-
ried about gaining weight were
assigned to one of three smoking ces-
sation groups. The first group received
standard smoking cessation therapy
that did not address weight gain,
while the second received cessation
therapy plus advice about dieting to
control weight. The third group
received the same counseling as the
second but was discouraged from
dieting; instead, participants were told
that the benefits of stopping smoking
were much greater than the risks of
even large amounts of weight gain.

Each group received 10 therapy
sessions over aseven-week period.
One year after treatment, 21 percent
of the women who were told not to
worry about weight gain had stopped
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smoking completely (no relapses),
compared to 13 percent of the dieting
group and 9 percent of the standard
therapy group. The women who
received therapy to allay their con-
cerns about weight gain also put on
less weight (an average of 5.5 pounds)
than the women in the dieting group
(11.9 pounds) and those in the stan-
dard therapy group (16.9 pounds).

The report is available on the
Internet at www.apa.org/journals/
ccp.hcml.

Untreated, Mistreated Mental
Illness Costs U.S. $113 Billion

A report by the National Mental
Health Assceiation (NMHA) found
that the cost of untreated and mistreat-
ed mental illness to businesses, gov-
ernment, and families in the United
States was roughly $113 billion in
2000, triple the amount of 1990.

According to the Labor Day 2001
Report, the total cost of mental illness
in both the private and public sectors
is $205 billion, with less than half that
amount—$92 billion—spent on treat-
ment. Untreated and mistreated men-
tal illness costs $105 billion in lost
productivity and $8 billion in crime
and welfare. The report asserts that
losses from mistreatment and lack of
treatment could be cut by as much as
$56 billion if the nation were to spend
an additional $S billion in prevention
and treatment.

The report urges Congress and
state legislatures to approve parity leg-
islation for mental illness in health
insurance policies and to increase
funding for community-based mental
health services. It also calls for busi-
nesses to establish policies that end

discrimination and stigma against
mental illness.

The Labor Day 2001 Report can be
downloaded from the NMHA Web site
at www.nmha.org.

Koreans, Czechs, Americans
are Hardest Workers

South Koreans worked nearly 2,500
hours per person in 2000, more than
people in any other country and
roughly 20 percent more than workers
in the Czech Republic, which finished
second in the review of 200-plus
nations by the International Labour
Organization.

Japan, long considered a country
of workaholics, placed sixth in the sur-

All Work and No Play
(Annual hours worked per person, 2000)

South Korea ...........2,474

Czech Republic .........2,092

United States ..........1,979

Mexico ...............1,888

Australia ..............1,860

Japan ................1,842

Canada ...............1,767

United Kingdom ........1,720

Brazil ................1,689

Germany ..............1,480

SOURCE: International Labour
Organization

vey with an average of 1,842 hours per
person. Employees in the United
States worked 1,979 hours per person,
good for third in the survey and up
nearly a full workweek from the 1,943
hours worked in 1990.

The report noted that several fac-
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tors contribute to annual working
hours, including economic conditions,
unemployment rates, and vacation
benefits. The report also states that
workers in developing nations typical-
ly work longer hours, especially when
their economies are making the transi-
tion—as is the case with the Czech
Republic—to a market economy.
Cultural differences may play a role as
well, such as in the United States,
where people are apt to define them-
selves by what they do for a living.

Social Workers Say No to
Internet-based Therapy

The Clinical, Social Work Federation, a
confederation of 31 state societies for
clinical social work and the largest
such organization in the United States,
voted in June to oppose the practice of
Internet-based therapy.

"This area is currently totally
unregulated and potentially very dan-
gerous for clients and therapists alike,"
said Renee Lonner, president of the
California Society for Clinical Social
Work, in a presentation to the CSWF
Board of Directors prior to the vote.
"Our concern with establishing a posi-
tion on the delivery of on-line therapy
services is in alignment with the mis-
sion of state licensing boards, that is,
the protection of the consumer."

According to the CSWF, standards
of confidentiality, informed consent,
and competence of the therapist, as
well as other principles, cannot be
ensured if the client and therapist
know each other only from text on a
screen. The federation also maintains
that because significant information
about clients frequently is derived
from nonverbal cues, on-line therapy
would compromise assessment, the
first phase of psychotherapy.

The CSWF's decision represents a
break from other groups interested in

on-line mental health services, most of
which have remained neutral or tenta-

tively approved of the practice.

Casual Drug Use Proves
No Bar to Employment

A study funded by the Substance
Abuse Policy Research Program of the

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
found that casual drug users—those
.who used any illicit drug during the
past year, but less frequently than once
a week—are just as able to secure
employment and remain in the work
force as those who do not use drugs.

The study, published in the
October issue of the Southern Economic
Journal, examined a representative
sample of working-age men and
women from the 1997 National
Household Survey on Drug Abuse,
which is conducted each year by the
U.S. Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Services Administration.
Chronic drug users comprised 4 per-
cent of the sample; casual users com-
prised 8 percent. The remaining 88
percent did not use drugs.

Among men, labor force participa-
tion rates were similar for casual users
(93.5 percent) and non-users (92.3
percent); both were significantly high-
er than for chronic drug users (86.9
percent). Among women, however,
chronic users were more likely to be
employed (74.5 percent) than non-
users (72.5 percent). The study
authors note that this finding could be

explained by the fact that chronic

users may have children to support
and thus feel compelled to find a joU
and earn money.

More Employees Go On-Line,
More Employers Monitor 'hem

Two-thirds of U.S. employees have

access co the Internet and e-mail at
work, and roughly the same percent-
age of employers exercise their right to
monitor their workers' Internet and e-
mail connections, according to surveys
by Xylo, Inc., and the ePolicy Institute.

Employees who have access to the
Internet say it boosts their productivi-
ty, but employers who monitor
Internet usage say they fear the legal
liability that comes with such access.
The ePolicy Institute found, however,
that while most employers have writ-
ten e-mail, Internet, and software
usage policies and have notified
employees' chat their on-line activity
may be monitored, barely half require
their workers to acknowledge such
policies in writing.

Of particular concern, according
to the ePolicy Institute survey, is the
reCention and deletion of old e-mails.

NATIONAL
Substance Abuse Professionals

NETWORK
Setting the Standards

.Comprehensive Program .Coordinated Strategies
. Prompt Implementation .Thorough Follow-up

NATIONAL

•SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROFESSIONALS•,

"The Choice" of TPA's, Labs, MRO'S, Managed Care and National EAP's

~.. ~~.

THE POSITIVE SOLUTION FOR DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
REGULATED ORGANI7~,TIONS AND INDUSTRIES

1-800-879-6428
web page: www.NSAPN.com

The "Premier Provider" of National SAP Services
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Just one in three employers surveyed
has a document retention and deletion
policy in place, and many store old e-
mail messages on their computers for
as much as a year or longer. The insti-
tute recommends that employers
develop a policy limiting e-mail reten-
tion to 30 days and establish a contin-
uing education program for all
employees to keep them familiar with
company policies on on-line use.

For more information about
employee Internet usage trends and
activities, visit wwwxylo.com,
www.ePolicyInstitute.com, and
amanet.org.

Women May Need More
Leave During Pregnancy

Roughly 30 percent of women are
advised to stop working during preg-
nancy, and half do so before the sev-
enth month of pregnancy, leaving them
with little or no maternity leave after
their children are born, according co a
study published in the June issue of
Obstetrics Fy Gynecology.

The study, based on a survey of
more than 1,600 women in Georgia
who were employed while pregnant,
found that most who were advised to
stop working had symptoms—such as
high blood pressure—that are associat-
ed with an increased risk of delivering
a pre-term or low weight infant. Pre-
term births and low birth weights are
becoming increasingly common in the
United States, but the Family and
Medical Leave Act, the federal law
designed to accommodate workers
with serious medical conditions,
allows only 12 weeks of unpaid leave,
fewer than are available to pregnant
working women in Europe.

"Advising pregnant women to
leave work could have adverse effects,"
the study noted. "[Some women]
could lose their jobs. An important
minority of pregnant women might be
absent from work for a prolonged peri-
od before birth. To preserve their jobs,
women in this situation might take
postpartum leaves, perhaps compro-
mising their time for physiologic
recovery, infant bonding, and other
important outcomes." Q
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ental health issues are being

highlighted in Japan due to

an increase in suicides from
overwork and depressive illness and

because of economic recession. The
recession has prompted many compa-
nies to eliminate [heir lifetime
employment systems, which had long
been taken for granted in Japan. It
also has forced employers to cut staff,
compelling remaining workers to
compensate by working overCime.
Therefore, the number of employees
who suffer fi-om depression has
increased dramatically.

In Japan, there are many Cele-
phone counseling service providers
that address mental health issues. But
the term "EAP" is not well known in
Japan yet—fewer than 10 providers in
Japan actually offer EAP services
focusing on improvement of work

performance. The most experienced
external LAP provider in Japan is
Japan EAP Systems, or JES.

JES sCarted to provide EAP servic-

es to ministries and companies in

1996 and today has contracts with 15
business enterprises. Following is a
fictitious case study derived from sev-
eral JES cases.

Case Study

"There's a subordinate who has fre-
quent tardiness and absences, and also
had a quarrel at a restaurant nearby,"

said the caller, Mr. Y's supervisor. "The

Keiki Matsumoto is EAP manager of Japan EAP
Systerns and a member of fhe Board of Directors
of the EAPA Japan Chapter. Ne is also a part-
time teacher at the National University of Tokyo
Gakugei, where he lectures on psychotherapy
He can be reached try e-mail at
matsumoto~ljes, ne. jp.

www. eap-association. org

International
News

C,~~ Study of Constructive
Confrontation in Japan

police had to come. We would like to
send him to your place for some
counseling."

According to his supervisor, Mr.
Y—a 32-year-old male employee—
recently had been transferred to his

current job and had not had any

problems in his previous positions.
When problems began to arise, his
supervisor recommended that he see a
psychiatrist, but Mr. Y kept apologiz-
ing and said he would keep up with

his work. At our institution, we also
recommended that he see a doctor,

i
but his reaction was the same.

First, we approached the supervi-
sor and suggested he do [he following:
1. Gather objective data on Mr. Y's

attendance and let him know that
his performance is deteriorating.

2. Give him a time frame to improve
his performance.

3. If there is no improvement within
the time frame, require chat he
attend EAP sessions.
The firsC week after being admon-

ished by his supervisor, Mr. Y arrived
at work on time, and his performance

improved. During the second week he
gradually became Cardy, and by the
third week his absences were on the
same pace as before. At that point we
received another call from the supervi-

sor. We suggested that he-
1. Inform Mr. Y that his attendance
was unacceptable and that he needs
to see the EAP for counseling;

2. Tell Mr. Y that if he has no inten-
tion of visiting the EAP, there will

be consequences; and
3. Tell Mr. Y that he (the supervisor) is

worried about Mr. Y as an indiviel-
ual and wants him to get help.
The supervisor- told Mr. Y about

by Keiki Matsumoto

his attendance problems and urged

him to visit the EAP. Mr. Y agreed, and
instantly we received a call from him
and made an appointment.

The First Week

The day of his appointment, Mr. Y

arrived 30 minutes late. He was tall

and neatly dressed. Listening to his
story, we understood that with his

change of position he was experienc-
ing high levels of stress. He had
become irritable, and was unable to
get ready to go to work in the morn-

ing. When he found himself running

late for work he would think of call-

ing his boss, but not having a good
excuse, he could not make the call.

He was suffering from. insomnia,
so we referred him to a psychiatric
clinic. Knowing that he used to take
off a couple of days a week and then
feel guilty about it, we suggested he
take off Mondays and visit the EAP

instead.
At the same time, we contacted

his supervisor to ask permission for

Mr. Y to to~je off Mondays to visit the
EAP. He agreed. We also asked him to
tell Mr. Y that he should not work

overtime for the next monCh.

The Following Weeks

The following Monday, Mr. Y arrived
for his EAP appointment on time. He
had been able to attend work every
day the previous week, though with
some tardiness. When we asked him
why he had been able to go to work,
he answered, " I was able to sleep
well, and the absence on Monday
made me feel tremendously better."
Previously he had always felt that he
had to make up foi the work he
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missed during his absences, which

added to his stress.

The next week, Mr. Y again

arrived on time, looking quite

refreshed. He told us that many people

in his office had worried about him,

and he received many calls from them.

This gave him a chance to talk to peo-

ple in his office.
We contacted his supervisor, who

cold us Mr. Y was communicating
smoothly in the office and seemed to

he performing well. He also said he
thought it best to continue the Mon-

days-off schedule for the time being.

The following week, at his final

LAP visit, Mr. Y told us he felt very

comfortable in his office. He was con-

cinuing to see his doctor, and had

decided to start working on Mondays.

He also had decided not to work late
for the next month, and the people in

his office had agreed. We told him to

contact us if any problem arose. We

kept in touch with Mr. Y by e-mail,

and soon after our last meeting he

returned to regular duty.

Three Principles

I think this example demonstrates that

the key to constructive confrontation

in Japan is communicating clearly. We

always endeavor Co follow these three

principles during constructive con-

frontations:
1. When we talk from the viewpoint of

the employee, we have to make use
of objective work performance data

about the employee. The data prove

that the employee's work perform-

ance is deteriorating and make it

easier to persuade him/her of the

problem.
2. When we talk from the viewpoint of

the employer, we have to refer to

work policies and regulations. Using

these tools, we can direct the
employee to improve his or her

work performance.

3. When we talk from our individual
viewpoint, we want to express our
hopes and concerns to the employ-
ee. From our honest heart, the
employee might draw. the courage
to contact the EAP. Q
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Research
Matters

Making the Business Case for EAPs

usinesses sponsor employee
assistance programs fora vari-

ety of reasons, including the
belief that it's the "right thing to do"
for their employees. But in the current
economic climate of tight budgets and
cost control processes, the question of
whether the purchaser thinks the EAP
covers its cost to the organization can
come down to dollars and cents.

Evidence that EAPs are valuable
to business is found in the simple fact
that so many companies have EAPs. A
survey of 588 U.S. employers by the
Society for Human Resource
Management found that most organi-
zations had EAPs in 2000. Specifically,

54 percent of small companies (fewer

than 250 employees) had an EAP, as
did three in four medium-sized firms
(251-1,000 employees), four in five
large companies (1,001-5,000
employees), and 97 percent of very
large employers (5,000+ employees).

Although this high level of market
penetration is impressive, the same
data indicate that many firms still

don't provide EA services—and one of

the most common reasons they don't

is that they can't afford them. More

troubling is the growing number of

organizations with EAPs that are ques-
tioning the value of their investment.

EAP Business Value

For our field to sustain itself and
grow, it is important for EA providers
to measure and report on how their

Mark Attridge is chair of fhe EAPA Research
Committee and a principal in the Research and
Analysis Group at Optum, an employee assis-
tance, wellness, and health information company
in Golden Valley, Minn. He can be reached by
e-mail at mattridgC~?uhc.com.

www.eap-association.org

A Conceptual Framework

services contribute to the business
goals and objectives of EAP pur-

chasers. Following is a conceptual

model that identifies five types of

business value that EAPs routinely

provide to purchasers.

Need. To EAP providers, it may

seem obvious that our services are
needed; to those in senior manage-
ment, finance, and many other depart-
ments, the need may not be so appar-
ent. At most companies, only 5 to 10
percent of employees use the EAP

each year, and thus the vast majority
of staff do not have direct experience
with EA services. This lack of first-

hand knowledge of the service makes
it especially important to educate and
inform others about what the EAP

does and why it is needed.

How can EA professionals accom-
plish this? One approach is to share
general information about the preva-
lence of EAP-related issues facing
workers today. A better approach is to
conduct a needs assessment survey of

the workforce for a particular employ-

er client. The survey results can then

be used to identify and promote issues
for the EAP to address,

Utilization. Another way EAPs
can provide business value to pur-
chasers is by describing the actual use
of EA services. By assessing clinical
data and internal reporting data, EA

professionals can profile how often

services are used, the kinds of services
that are used (and when they are

used), and the types of people who

use services. The urge to add further

value by providing descriptive details
must be balanced by the obligation to
protect client privacy and confidential-
ity.

by Mark Attridge, Ph.D.

Employee outcomes. Often, pro-
viding information about the use of
EA services is not sufficient; employers
also want to know the outcomes expe-

rienced by individual EAP clients. Are

EAP clients more aware of their clini-

cal issues and options for help? What

was their level of use of internal and

external resources? Did they experi-

ence improvements in their health,

personal life, and/or workplace per-

formance? Was there more appropriate
use or non-use of health care services
and benefits? These outcomes typically
are measured by self-report surveys
from clients in conjunction with data
from clinician assessment measures in

case records.
Employer outcomes. Having

determined that clients are satisfied,

that they experienced improvements
in clinical areas, and that they
improved their work performance,

EAPs will now want to convert these
outcomes into economic terms and
specific dollar amounts. Customers

want to know the overall economic

value rendered by the EAP compared

to the overall cost of providing the
EAP. Such acost-benefit or return-on-
investment (ROI) analysis can and
should include multiple areas of eco-
nomic value, including dollar value
estimates for absenteeism, productivi-
ty, turnover, avoided accidents and
workers" compensation claims
(depending on the industry), and
overall savings in medical and mental
health care costs (both from avoided
use of services and from high-cost care
that was averted by direction into
needed services for high-risk clients)
associated with EAP clients.

The total dollar value of these
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outcomes (the return) is measured
against the dollar cost of providing the
SAP (the investment) to yield an ROI
ratio. In my experience working with
benefits consultants and Optum's
clients during the pasC six years, most
businesses expect EAPs to have a posi-
tive ROI in the range of Cwo to five
dollars in return for every one dollar
invested (i.e., ROI = 2:1 to 5:1). ROI
numbers higher than this can raise
questions about the validity of the
assumptions and data in the cost-bene-
fit analysis.

The big picture. Even though
purchasers want an ROI number to
justify their purchase of an EAP, not all
business value can be accurately meas-
ured and converted into dollars. Thus,
it is also necessary to recognize that
EAPs contribute to a business in other
significant ways that do not show up
on a balance sheet. For example, EAPs
can provide consultation about organi-
zational development and change,
deliver crisis management services and
planning, offer employee education
and training workshops, and refer
clients to other programs and services

chap are sponsored by the employer or

by benefits partners (thus increasing
the success of those programs).

Existing Research

I would argue Chat very few EAPs
demonstrate their value to their cus-
eomers in all five of these areas.
Instead, most EA professionals limit
their customer communications co uti-
lizaCion information and some client
outcome/satisfaction findings.

Perhaps this lack of attention ~o
all five types of value derives from the

fact that many LAPS do not have the
research and consulting staff to devel-
op and communicate this information.
A lack of in-house research and meas-

ureinent expertise does not mean,
however, that EAPs cannot do a better

job of demonstrating their value.
One way EAPA can help EAPs in

this area is by promoting awareness of
existing research in our field. I have
identified more than 200 studies rele-

vanC to EAP value. These studies

include a mix of original empirical

data reports (from published and
unpublished sources) and consultaCive
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review papers. Fifty-seven of the scud-

ies address the need for EAP services,

2S discuss ueilization, 63 focus on

client outcomes, 47 present cost-bene-

fit and ROI analyses, and 11 look at
the big picture.

There is not space in this column
to review these studies, but it is inter-
esting to note that there is consider-
able research-based data and informa-
tion shat can be used [o address the
five types of business value. Although
these studies vary considerably in their

level of scientific rigor, to~echer they

present enough data to make the case

that EAPs are a good investmenC.
At EAPAs 2001 Annual

Conference in Vancouver, I will deliver

a presentation on making the business
case for EAPs. This workshop will go

into more depth on the concepCual
model and review the research litera-
lure, as well as offer some pragmatic
advice on how to set up measurement

and reporting practices for LAPS to
better demonstrate their value. The

presentation (Workshop 307) is

scheduled for Tuesday, Oct. 30, from

12:45-2:15 p.m. ~

Clinician Wanted

Private practice in Lake

County, Ohio, seeks part-time;

independently-licensed

mental health clinician for

evening/weekend clients. Fax

resume and managed care

affiliations to (216) 751-5799.

The National Council on Sexual
Addiction and Compulsivity
(NCSAC) is soliciting presen-
ters for its annual conference
to be held in Nashville, Tenn.,
October 6-8, 2002. All relevant
topics welcome, especially
those addressing how sexual
problems affect the workplace.
To apply, visit www.ncsac.org
or contact Bill Herring at
(770) 396-1933 or
herring@mindspring.com.

www.eap-association. org
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INTERNATIONAL FIRST ~X SE/~`

International EAP and Worklife Services Provider
One point of contact to organise immediate support for your expatriate

or local employees around the world on afee-for-service basis

Call Toll Free from USA 24 hours per day, 365 days a year

For further information visit our website:

Tel: +44 (0) 1908 285285 Fax: +44 (0) 1908 285201 Email: firstcall@icasgroup.com

We look forward to seeing you at the 30th EAPA Annual Conference
and Exhibition in Vancouver, Canada, October 28-31st. Booth 410.

HARRIS, ROTF-I EN BERG
IN~I~I~RNA"I~IC~NAL
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Well, yes. EAPA has teamed up with Liberty Mutual to offer members

Group Savings Plus - a program which provides a savings of up to io%

on your auto and home insurance. Group Savings Plus also features

convenient account deductions with no down payment or finance

charges, convenient ~4-hour claims service and roadside assistance.

So call your local Liberty Mutual representative for more details.

And be glad you'll never have to write a check for insurance again.

~• Liberty
Mutual,„

www.libertymutual. com

IN Illl SiNiES NNO VARY BV SiOIE. COVENN6F PPOVIDED PND UNOEflWfl ITIfN eY IIBERiY MUiUlll INSUP~NfE (OMPflNY flND IIS flFFlllfliES, 175 BERKFIEY
STREET, BOSTON, Mfl. RORDSIDE RSSISIANfE SERVICE RPPlIES 70 RUIO POIICYHOIDERS RND IS PROVIDED BY CRO55 COUNTRY MOTOP CIUB OF BOS70N, INC.,
BOSTON. MR OR INROIIGN [NO55 (OUNiRV MOTOR CIUB OF CflIIFORNIfl. INf.. BOSTON. MA. LIBE R7Y MUIIIRI IS flN EOIIHL NOIISING INSURER.

www. eap-associ2tion. org

Code: 56/01

Spec~aG o~ferfor~
~~t,~~t ~cchc~vt~e ~,eaders only!

Essential Books for Your EAP
Library by Dr. Dale A. Masi

Evaluating Your EAPs
Your resource for determining if your EAP is
serving your employees and clients cost-effec-
tively. Covers such key areas as: peer panel
clinical case review, audits, cost benefit analysis,
M.I.S. System. A must for all EA/Managed Care
professionals and HR managers.

was $50 now $40

2nd International EAP Anthology
The second and updated international resource
for the Employee Assistance Professional.
Covering forty-four countries from all over the
world, with information about each country's
healthcare system, EAPs, and current vendor
and contact information. A must for all EAP
professionals.

was $44 now $34

Get both for only $65.
1-888-223-6333 or masirsrch@aol.com•
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~1 SpOt~lg~lt
on Diversity
by Rickie M. Banning, ACSW, LCSW, CEAP, SPHR

The diversity practices of Air Canada,

a leading sponsor of EAPAs 2001

Annual Conference, are worth noting.

The airline encourages employees to

look beyond recognizing diversity of

color and origin and instead focus on

appreciating individual differences in

building stronger teams. Air Canada

conducts special outreach programs to

recruit from Canada's aboriginal

group, offers a scholarship, and even

paints aircraft with aboriginal art.

People with disabilities are offered an

internship program and receive special

recruiting from a diversity team. For

further information on Air Canada's

diversity practices, contact Chantal

Dugas at cdugas2@aircanada.ca.

Continental Airlines' takes a bit of a

different approach toward diversity.

Six years ago, during a corporate reor-

ganization, the airline began to institu-

tionalize "fairness." One year ago,

Continental implemented a strategy to

focus on institutionalizing "inclusion."

Continental is not conducting tradi-

tional cultural sensitivity training nor

holding affinity groups; rather, the air-

line is focusing on strategic efforts

from which all employees can bene-

fit. Its efforts this year include pro-

Rickie Banning served as diversity director on
EAPA's Board of Directors from 1998-2000 and
currently serves on the diversity committees of
both EAPA and the Society for Human Resource
Management (SHRM). Contact her by email at
www.advanceddevelopment com or by fax at
(781) 596 9823 for column submissions and
ideas.
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ducing a video in which managers talk

to managers about the meaning of

diversity; conducting adirector-level

training program on "Leading for

Inclusion;" offering domestic partner-

ship benefits; and participating in a

quarterly benchmarking diversity

group with other airlines. Continental

uses the "Fortune 100 Best Cgmpanies

to Work For Trust Index" as bench-

marks and recent census data for tar-

geted training in customer city demo-

graphics. Their efforts have resulted in

greater employee representation

among women and minorities. For

further information on Continental's

diversity practices, contact Pat

Bissonnet at pbisso@coair.com.

"The Adelaide International Workplace

Bullying Conference: Skills for

Survival, Solutions, and Strategies,"

scheduled for Feb. 20-22, 2002, at the

Novatel Adelaide on Hindley,

Adelaide, South Australia, is a confer-

ence not to be missed. Workplace bul-

lying creates a hostile work environ-

ment. Diversity insensitivity often

causes bullying, conflicts, and, at

worst, workplace violence. Experts

from Norway, Australia, South Africa,

and the United States will convene to

offer solutions to mobbing and

bullying. For conference information,

visit www.eventstrategies.com.au.

This issue's resource tip is a set of

videotapes highlighting Jane Ellioct's

landmark work using her "blue eyed-

brown eyed" exercise. Ms. Elliott, an

Iowa high school teacher, was spurred

toward this work by a desire to

address prejudice after Martin Luther

King's assassination. These film docu-

mentaries demonstrate her training

work over three decades, in educa-

tional, criminal justice, and corporate

settings. The videos, "Eye of the

Storm," "A Class Divided," and "The

Angry Eye," may be ordered for $295

from The Center for Humanities, Post

Office Box 1000, Mount Kisco, NY,

10549-0010. The telephone number is

(914) 666-4100. D

November 18 — 20
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Ideal for health programs, hospitals, outpatient clinics, screening and
referral centers, employee assistance programs and substance abuse centers.

From the publisher of
EAP Digest
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`~ L~festy~
wellness works

Put Health Sentry to work for you,
your clients and the bottom line.

Each four-page issue is
packed with information on
►violence prevention
► relationship skills
► alcohol, tobacco and

other drug problems

► behavioral health and well-being
► stress management
► problems of daily living

Health Sentry

► creates program awareness
► prevents problems
► generates referrals
► reduces health care costs

Each issue can be
personalized with

► your company or program
name/logo on the front

► your contact name and
phone number on the back

Subscribe today and receive FREE advertising in the
EAP Digest and discounts on EAP posters and pamphlets!'

'With a subscription of 5,000 copies or more

Performance Resource Press 1270 Rankin Drive, Suite F •Troy, Michigan 48083-4843
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